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Chapter 1
Introduction
During the past decades, wireless and wired networks have been growing in size and
complexity. The global Internet consists of billions of computers, standards for wire-
less ad-hoc networks have been proposed in order to facilitate large networking of
many hundreds or thousands of wireless sensor nodes and the recent development
indicates further growth to even larger networks as the devices become smaller and
cheaper. This development renders manual configuration and monitoring of such net-
works very challenging. For example, due to the size of the Internet there exists no
single computer which is able to monitor or even configure it as a whole. In addi-
tion, application requirements, as in mobile computing applications, demand for ad-
hoc networking of devices to provide the user with useful services or to improve, in
the case of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), the robustness in harsh environments.
Under these circumstances, human administration and configuration of each node is
infeasible. Consequently, there exist a high need for automated administration, moni-
toring and self-configuration in such networks. Smart environments rely on networked
communication systems to gather context-information from sensors, make decisions
and to eventually assist the user by issuing commands to actuators.
The thesis considers determination of location of sensors and users in smart en-
vironments as part of this problem. The terms ’sensor’, ’location’, ’user’ and ’smart
environment’ need to be further explained to understand the wide scope of the problem
considered.
1
Chapter 1. Introduction
First, ’sensor’ denotes a device that is capable of communication or of being inter-
rogated by the smart system. Knowledge about a parameter can be obtained by com-
municating with a sensor. For example, air temperature or quality of radio links can
be determined by querying a ’sensor’. As such, ’sensor’ is a generic class of objects
which includes, among others, wireless sensor motes, laptops and Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) transponders. Since the sensing functionality is fundamental to
the investigations in the thesis, the word ’sensor’ refers to the entire device. A sensor
network is an arrangement of many sensors that measure any local quantity of interest.
Secondly, ’location’ refers to the physical location of a ’sensor’ or a ’user’,
or in other words the space where it is. The ’location’ is regarded as point-
wise coordinates in the thesis. The thesis focuses on the estimation of the ’lo-
cation’ of users and sensors because of its fundamental importance. In smart
environments, knowledge of the distance of users to devices, like a display, is an im-
portant context information for the system to support the user. Likewise, the location
of mobile devices is interesting to the system as these devices might contribute new
ways of support or the user is merely looking for them and needs to be reminded of
their ’location’.
Thirdly, the ’user’ is a person which the smart system provides assistance to. The
paradigm of ’ubiquitous computing’ describes the depart from the conventional desk-
top computing and is the guiding theme for smart systems. Rather than using dedicated
machines, human-computer interaction in ’smart systems’ is said to become transparent
to the ’user’ since information-processing has been thoroughly integrated into activi-
ties and objects of daily living. Due to their numerous potential fields of application,
there exist some other terms which refer to the same type of system. Some of the more
frequently used terms in this regard are also used in the thesis synonymously, namely
smart / intelligent system / environment. Finally, smart environments, which represent
the sum of electronic devices and infrastructure they establish and provide, is able to
detect ’users’ by their interaction with the system and/or by means of sensors.
The location of sensors and users is intuitively important in smart environments.
First, measurements of sensors need to be associated with the place where they were
measured. For example, the location of a high temperature reading is almost useless
without knowing the place of measurement which is needed to infer the location of the
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heat source. Furthermore, the user location plays an important role in location-based
service provision and whenever the system decides on the most useful reaction to a
user interaction. In addition, a reference system of location-aware sensors is needed to
be able to determine the relative user location and represent it as coordinates.
To estimate local coordinates of sensors or users, measurements of propagation
properties of radio waves between two sensors are used. Among the various types of
measurements, like Time-of-Arrival (TOA) or Angle-of-Arrival (AOA), the thesis focuses
on the Received Signal Strength (RSS) of radio communications since it is available on
most wireless communications devices with virtually no additional cost. In smart
environments, sensors can be battery powered or have a fixed power supply as
allowed by the circumstances. Battery-powered sensors have the advantage of being
mobile and they require no cabling which is typically an important factor in terms
of installation cost. The flexibility of battery powered, mobile sensors allows
for ad-hoc extension of the system and for the adaptation of the physical location
of sensors to changing application requirements. For example, in case the attendance
for a meeting requires movement to a larger room, battery powered sensors can be
easily carried to another location with few effort. Another example are networks of
sensors monitoring environmental conditions which have to operate in areas where
fixed power supplies are not available. However, the downside of battery powered
sensors is that every operation has to consider energy preservation in order to prolong
the lifetime of sensors.
In light of these considerations, energy-efficient operation of sensors is critical to
the overall performance of smart systems. The term efficiency is used in a wide range
of sciences and describes the often encountered tradeoff between the usefulness of an
operation and its cost in terms of some relevant quantity. For example, it is known
that using multiple RSS measurements instead of only one can increase the accuracy of
the estimates. However, retrieval of more measurements consumes more energy while
the expected increase of accuracy typically does not scale due to correlations between
measurements.
In summary, the thesis considers the problem of estimating the location of users and
sensors in terms of energy-efficiency in smart systems. Due to their similarity in this
regard, users and sensors are jointly referred to as targets. The process of estimating
3
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the location is denoted as localization and regarded as an optimization problem subject
to the tradeoff between energy consumption and accuracy of location estimates.
To introduce the particular issues motivating the thesis, in the next sections, WSNs
are introduced in Sec. 1.1 and the usefulness of RFID to user localization is outlined
in Sec. 1.2. The contributions presented in this thesis are listed in Sec. 1.4, and 1.6
presents the outline and the table of notations used in the thesis.
1.1 Wireless Sensor Networks
The past decade has seen dramatic advances in Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems
(MEMS) and Radio Frequency (RF) which enabled application of large networks of
miniaturized sensors for monitoring and controlling tasks.
For example, the condition of buildings can be monitored by a network of wireless
sensors which are embedded in the structure itself [52]. Thereby, reaction to earth-
quakes and reporting of cracks and structural problems will be possible. The
productivity of agriculture can be improved by accurately detecting local
nutrition levels and condition of the soil through wireless sensors and directing
fertilizer and water in appropriate dosage [1, 44]. Urban-scale sensor networks will
enable improved controlling of stoplights and help to avoid jams by proposing alter-
nate routes to motorists and cyclists [21]. Various other applications have seen testbed
implementations in the last years [24, 35, 53, 77] which are reviewed, for example,
in [5, 9, 11, 70].
Automatic estimation of the local coordinates of sensors is fundamental in these
WSNs. For example, the sensors’ location is needed by many algorithms like scalable
geographic routing and clustering. Even more importantly, measurements of sensors
are typically only meaningful if the location of a measurement is known. As these
networks require a high degree of self-organization and -configuration, the network has
to react locally to the sensed data which is only possible with location-awareness. On
the other hand, the need for location-awareness of radio tagged objects, for example
assets and equipment in manufacturing logistics or warehousing, can be the driving
force for WSNs.
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In order to make these applications feasible regarding networks with potentially a
large number of nodes, the cost for sensors need to be very low, the lifetime of unat-
tended operations of a sensor will need to be several years or even decades depending
on the application and the network must be able to continuously reconfigure itself to
adapt to changes. Traditionally, the Global Positioning System (GPS) has been used to
estimate the location. However, for WSNs, integrating GPS modules on every sensor
reduces lifetime and increase device cost. Furthermore, GPS does not work in indoor
environments reliably and also trees and buildings can obstruct the Line-of-Sight (LOS)
to satellites and, thereby, cause reduced accuracy or unavailability of service. Other
Local Positioning Systems (LPS) rely on base stations with specialized hardware to be
deployed in the coverage area. The high cost and often inflexible, stationary deploy-
ment of such systems limit their utility for WSNs.
Due to these reasons, the thesis considers WSNs in which a small number of
sensors knows their location by means of GPS or by preconfiguration and the ma-
jority of sensors is location-unaware and seeks to estimate their locations. Location-
aware sensors are called anchors since they represent location fixes for other location-
unaware sensors which are referred to as blinds. The communication range of sensors
is limited either due to RF regulations or energy-constraints concerning transmission
power, or simply because sophisticated power amplifiers are unavailable in low-cost,
low-power hardware. Consequently, it is likely that a number of blinds will not have
enough anchors in range to estimate their location. To provide location informa-
tion also for these sensors, iterative localization methods have been proposed [51].
In iterative localization, the localization procedure is repeated several times whereby
in each iteration potentially all sensors with known (anchors) and with estimated lo-
cations (former blinds) can be used as location fixes (see Fig. 1.1). Thereby location
information spreads throughout the network eventually enabling all blinds to estimate
their location.
However, there are two major issues with iterative localization. Firstly, the errors
associated with estimated locations propagate since they are used by other blinds as lo-
cation fixes. Therefore, iterative localization relies on a sophisticated selection mech-
anism which picks sensors with small location error to limit error propagation. Sec-
ondly, querying all sensors with known or estimated locations leads to congestion
5
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.1: Iterative localization helps to localize all location-unaware sensors. ( , , ) de-
note anchors, blinds and blinds with estimated location, respectively. The shaded area ( )
denotes the region of location-aware sensors. 1.1a - Initial situation. 1.1b - Localization using
anchors. 1.1c - First iteration: Anchors and blinds with estimated locations provide location
fixes.
and increased energy consumption as a potentially large number of sensors commu-
nicates. Consequently, from the perspective of energy-efficiency, it is most important
to limit the number of sensors serving as location fixes for location-unaware nodes
using a selection method. Recent research considers mobile sensors increasingly fre-
quently [33, 34]. Consequently, the need for such a selection method becomes even
more apparent: It is known that indirect methods like odometry or using measure-
ments from accelerometers result in increasingly inaccurate location estimates of mo-
bile targets. Therefore, the mobile sensors in such networks have to track their location
as they move using the location fixes of adjacent sensors. In this situation recurring
localization is inevitable and, hence, selecting a subset of sensors as location fixes is
mandatory.
In summary, the locations of sensors are vital information for the operation of
WSNs. Using an initial, small set of location-aware sensors, a selection mechanism
to prevent congestion and reduce energy consumption is necessary to provide location
6
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Figure 1.2: Overview on AutoID technologies [27].
information to all sensors. Subsets need to be selected such that their measurements
lead to estimated locations with highest accuracy.
1.2 Radio Frequency Identification
Sensors play an important role in manufacturing since they provide fundamental in-
formation about the production processes. Controlling and monitoring of conditions
of machinery have been carried out using wired communication systems. The potential
reduction of installation cost, the widespread application spectrum and the flexibility of
low-cost, wireless sensors have been the driving force of the recent boost of automated
identification technologies [16, 72]. Figure 1.2 provides an overview about recent ap-
proaches. Small, thin-as-paper passive RFID labels, so called tags, are discussed in this
regard. Passive RFID systems consist of at least one reader device and several passive
tags as illustrated in Fig. 1.3. The reader interrogates the tags in range which respond
by sending their unique identity number. In contrast to conventional transceiver tech-
nology, passive RFID tags are powered by impinging radio energy and do not rely on
batteries for their operations. This makes them especially suited for long-term, unat-
tended operations as they incur comparably small installation and maintenance cost.
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Figure 1.3: Architecture of bistatic, passive RFID system. Tags are powered and interrogated
by the reader over the forward link and respond over the reverse link. Bistatic systems use for
either link a separate antenna which mitigates decoupling forward and reverse link signals in
the receiver circuits of the reader.
RFID is attractive for optimizing product cycles by providing identity and location
of goods to the manufacturing management system [78]. Due to their very low cost
of several 10s of cent and their small size, they are also very interesting to “bridge the
gap” between the physical and virtual world by providing automated identification and,
thus, enable many other applications. For example, in assisted living, RFID will help
to remind the elderly of the location of their keys or to track their activities in order
to detect harmful situations [85]. This application domain will become increasingly
important due to the recent demographic development. Therefore, future systems for
this kind of applications will need to consider the requirements specific to the care
for elderly people [48]. In this regard, the small size and, consequently, the ability
to unobtrusively attach passive RFID tags to almost all surfaces and objects in living
environments is beneficial compared to conventional LPS which require wearing or
attachment of larger battery-powered tags.
In light of these considerations, an LPS which does not require dedicated user
cooperation in terms of, wearing tags or cloth with integrated tags, will offer distin-
guishing advantages over conventional LPS. In particular, applications of Device-Free
Localization (DFL) to locate victims on disaster sites or to track hostages or snipers in
8
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housings are discussed [84]. Generally, this approach is often referred to as transceiver-
free localization or radio tomographic imaging. It exploits the property of humans and
mobile objects to attenuate and scatter radio waves. The resultant change of radio prop-
agation properties of a radio link can be measured, analyzed and used to estimate the
location of its cause. The number of radio links in the coverage area determines the
accuracy of all DFL techniques. Consequently, very low-cost devices are needed to
provide a sufficient number of radio links without incuring large additional cost. In this
regard, passive RFID will be a valuable alternative to wireless sensor motes due to its
small size and very low-cost tags. Furthermore, a detailed yet practical model of how
the human body influences radio communications is needed in order to apply DFL to
tracking techniques like Kalman or Particle Filters.
In summary, there is need for DFL and tracking as in many situations a
cooperation of user to be localized can not be anticipated. Applications like assisted
living, localization of victims by first responders and crime reduction can be the
driving force to foster such localization techniques. Especially, applications
which require high accuracy estimated locations in indoor environments can ben-
efit from passive RFID as a large number of radio links can be realized very cost
efficiently without placing to many attention attracting sensors. Accurate DFL and
tracking requires a detailed yet practical model of the human impact on radio commu-
nications.
1.3 Problem Statement
Before going into the details, it is useful to formally state the considered problem. The
thesis considers localization as the process of determining the location of a sensor or a
user by means of propagation properties of radio waves. The objective is to calculate an
estimate of the location using measurements of RSS which are obtained with sensors.
Two types of measurements can be distinguished. First, measurements of RSS which
are used to relate two sensors’ location are called direct measurements. Direct mea-
surements can be used to estimate the location of sensors or users carrying sensors. In
contrast, measurements aiming at detecting changes of RSS possibly caused by a user
9
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moving in the vicinity of radio links are referred to as indirect measurements. Both,
sensor and user location are given in two dimensions (2D). The goal of localization is
to find and apply a mapping L of measurements of RSS x ∈ RNmeas to location θ ∈ R2
for each target.
L : x→ θ (1.1)
Different estimators are used for this mapping and reviewed in Chapter 2.
Direct Measurements Localization using direct measurements is a mature field of
research and almost all currently available systems utilize direct measurements. New
challenges concerning energy-efficiency arise with the continuously growing interest in
WSNs and the steadily increasing need for location-based services. The thesis addresses
the problem of minimizing the energy consumption during localization of sensors sub-
ject to a given minimum accuracy of estimated locations. As will be explained further
in the corresponding sections, this problem is related to the sensor selection problem
(SSP). Since energy-efficiency denotes a specific ratio between the energy spent dur-
ing localization and its utility to the system, i.e. the accuracy of estimated locations, a
measure to numerically characterize this ratio is needed.
Indirect Measurements Device-Free Localization of users exploiting their im-
pact on propagation properties of radio waves currently attracts increasing research
interest. Consequently, the challenges are different from those of localization
using direct measurements and are more basic. Specifically, many estimators used
for localization require analytical observation models of how the user location
affects the measurements. Therefore, estimators and especially model-driven
recursive Bayesian Filters, like the Kalman or Particle Filters, can benefit from such
a model. Furthermore, since accuracy of DFL is expected to increase with the density
of radio links, a communication technology is needed which facilitates deployments
with dense radio links to improve accuracy while incurring only small cost. The the-
sis investigates the use of passive RFID and develops and applies the corresponding
observation model to DFL.
10
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1.4 Contribution
The work presented in this thesis is based on several publications. In the following we
list these publications, group them by subject and indicate the corresponding chapter
in the thesis.
Device-free localization with passive RFID Chapter 4 presents a new approach to
localization using passive RFID. The new approach distinguishes itself from previous
ones as the target does not need to be equipped with a sensor. Detailed theoretical
analysis of the impact of humans on passive RFID communications are conducted and
the results from real-world measurements are presented.
Lieckfeldt, D.; You, J.; Timmermann, D.: Passive Tracking of Transceiver-Free Users with
RFID, International Conference on Intelligent Interactive Assistance and Mobile Multimedia
Computing (IMC), 2009
Lieckfeldt, D.; You, J.; Timmermann, D.: Characterizing the Influence of Human Presence
on bistatic passive RFID-System, 5th IEEE International Conference on Wireless and Mobile
Computing, Networking and Communications (WiMob), Marrakesh, Morocco, 2009.
Lieckfeldt, D.; You, J.; Timmermann, D.: Exploiting RF-Scatter: Human Localization with
bistatic passive UHF RFID-Systems, 5th IEEE International Conference on Wireless and Mo-
bile Computing, Networking and Communications (WiMob), Marrakesh, Morocco, 2009.
Sensor selection for energy-efficient localization Section 3.3 considers an algo-
rithm to increase the energy-efficiency of localization in WSN. The idea is to involve
only those location-aware sensors in the localization process which lower significantly
the uncertainty about the target location. The distinguishing feature of the approach is
that the selection is carried out locally without additional communications.
Lieckfeldt, D.; You, J.; Timmermann, D.: Distributed Selection of References for Localization
in Wireless Sensor Networks, 5th Workshop on Positioning, Navigation and Communication
(WPNC), Leipzig, Germany, 2008.
Lieckfeldt, D.; You, J.; Timmermann, D.: An Algorithm for Distributed Beacon Selection,
4th IEEE International Workshop on Sensor Networks and Systems for Pervasive Computing
(PerSeNS), Hong Kong, China, 2008.
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Lieckfeldt, D.; Timmermann, D.: Using Cramer-Rao-Lower-Bound to Reduce Complexity of
Localization in Wireless Sensor Networks, Baltic Conference Advanced Topics in Telecommu-
nication (BaSoTi), Riga, Latvia, 2007.
Development of a new energy-efficiency measure Section 3.2 presents a generic
framework to numerically characterize the energy-efficiency of localization algorithms.
The framework which facilitates the identification of the most efficient localization
approach is applied to localization in WSN.
Lieckfeldt, D.; You, J.; Behnke, R.; Salzmann, J.; Timmermann, D.: Assessing the Energy
Efficiency of Localization, 6th IEEE Wireless Sensor Networks Consumer Communications
and Networking Conference (CCNC), Las Vegas, USA, 2009. (Short paper)
Lieckfeldt, D.; You, J.; Salzmann, J.; Behnke, R.; Timmermann, D.: Characterizing the Energy
Efficiency of Localization Algorithms in Wireless Sensor Networks, 5th International Wireless
Communications and Mobile Computing Conference (IWCMC), Hannover, Germany, 2009.
1.5 Notation
Before going into the details, the general notation when dealing with math is intro-
duced in table 1.1. The thesis considers wireless networks consisting of NS = NA+NB
sensors. There are NA location-aware sensors which are referred to as anchors and NB
sensors whose location is unknown which are called blind. Furthermore, former blinds
can become reference if they have been able to determine their location. The following
sets of sensors are defined:
S := {s1, . . . ,sNS} Set of all sensors (1.2a)
B := {s1, . . . ,sNB} Set of blinds B⊂ S (1.2b)
A := {sNB +1, . . . ,sNS} Set of anchors A⊂ S (1.2c)
R := {si : i< NA,θ i ∈ IR2} Set of references R⊆B (1.2d)
To facilitate mathematical formulations, the locations θ i = [x,y]T of sensors are com-
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Table 1.1: General mathematical notation.
Notation Meaning
a= [a1,a2, . . .]T Vector
A Matrix
S Set
‖·‖ 2-norm of vector
[ · ]T Transpose of matrix/vector
|S| Cardinality of S
{A}i, j Elements i, j of matrix
E (a) = [E (a1) ,E (a2) , . . .]T Expected value
var (a) Variance
S(c) Subset of setS with cardinality c
exp{x}= ex Exponential function
bined in a matrix.
Θ = [θ 1, . . . ,θ NS]T Location (1.3)
Where the last NA rows of (1.3) correspond to the location-aware sensors.
The distance di, j between sensors i at location (xi,yi) and j at (x j,y j) is given by
the Euclidean Distance.
di, j = ||θ i−θ j|| Distance (1.4)
{D}i, j = di, j Distance-Matrix (1.5)
By convention, di, j = 0⇔ i= j holds.
1.6 Outline of Thesis
Chapter 2 gives an overview on wireless localization, categorizes different algorithms
and reviews estimation techniques which will be used in the thesis.
Chapter 3 considers localization of sensors within WSN and especially focuses on
improving the energy efficiency of localization. First, in Sec. 3.2 a measure to numeri-
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cally characterize energy efficiency is presented and Sec. 3.3 successfully develops and
applies new algorithms for Sensor Selection Problem (SSP) in order to improve location
error and energy consumption during localization.
Chapter 4 investigates new techniques to backtrack the impact of user on the RSS of
radio links. In particular, a bistatic, passive RFID system is used in a real-world testbed
in order to validate and evaluate novel models and localization algorithms for DFL.
Finally, chapter 5 concludes and outlines future research directions. As indicated in
the thesis, appendices A and B present long lists, definitions and proofs.
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Survey of Wireless Localization
Techniques
Before going into the details, this section provides a broad overview about wireless
localization using direct measurements. Wireless localization exploits the dependence
of propagation properties of radio waves on the relative locations of transmitter and
receiver. Typically, delay, phase, or signal strength of the radio waves are measured
using one or more antennas. The measurements are then analyzed and often used to
estimate LRPs which are distances and angles between sensors. The unavoidable mea-
surement errors propagate to the LRPs and make inferring the location a non-trivial task.
To facilitate the review, a deployment of NA sensors with a-priori known locations θ i
(i= 2, . . . ,NA+1) and one location-unaware sensor is considered in the following. The
location θ 1 of the location-unaware sensor is to be estimated using measurements of
specific RF properties and the index of the single location-unaware sensor is omitted,
thus, e.g. d1,i = di.
Measurements of Delay and Phase Radio waves travel at a finite velocity v. Con-
sequently, given a TOA, i.e. the time it takes a radio wave to travel from transmitter to
receiver, the distance separating them can be calculated. In practical systems, the TOA
is the time the signal first arrives at the receiver which is the sum of the transmitting
time and the propagation delay. At the heart of delay-based localization is the ability
15
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Figure 2.1: Outline of localization processes. Knowledge about the location of objects is ac-
quired by i) measuring a quantity that depends on location, ii) establishing a model to charac-
terize the dependence iii) feeding model and measured data or derived LRP into an estimator
which calculates an estimated location.
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of the receiver to accurately estimate the arrival time of the LOS component of a radio
signal. Typically, TOAs are estimated as the delay for which the cross-correlation of the
received and the known transmitted signals has a maximum [42]. Consequently, delay-
based measurements have two major sources of error. Noise and multipath propagation
lead to errors of TOA. Especially in environments with many obstacles, reflections can
lead to superposition of multiple time-delayed copies of the transmitted signal at the
receiver. Determining the TOA of the LOS component becomes more difficult in such
situations.
This approach has often been applied in wireless localization systems and is also
part of GPS. Each TOA measurement Δti corresponds to a distance and, consequently,
defines a circle around the i-th location-aware transmitter on which the receiver resides.
The sought location of the receiver can be found by combining multiple TOA measure-
ments and looking for the intersection of the associated circles. Formally stated, the
sought location θ 1 is, in the absence of errors, the solution to the following system of
equations.
vΔt2 = ‖θ 2−θ 1‖ (2.1a)
...
vΔtNS = ‖θ NS −θ 1‖ (2.1b)
However, a drawback of this approach is that the time of transmission t0 needs
to be known at the receiver to calculate the TOA. Since this is especially in
ad-hoc wireless networks a restricting assumption, alternative approaches have been
developed.
In Time-Difference-of-Arrival (TDOA), the difference between multiple TOAs is
considered. In this approach, the sensor to be localized would transmit a signal which
is received at multiple receiver with common time base. A system of equations similar
to that of TOA measurements is obtained by subtracting, e.g. the first equation of (2.1)
from all others. Due to this step an additional location-aware sensor is needed in order
17
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to obtain the same number of equations.
v(Δt3−Δt2) = (‖θ 3−θ 1‖−‖θ 2−θ 1‖) (2.2a)
...
v(ΔtNS −Δt2) = (‖θ NS −θ 1‖−‖θ 2−θ 1‖) (2.2b)
In contrast to TOA, each equation of (2.2) presents a range difference and, consequently,
the solution space is a hyperbola with focii at the corresponding location-aware sensors.
Again, the sought location can be calculated by solving the system of equations. One
major advantage of TDOA is that the possibly mobile location-unaware sensor does not
need to in sync with the system. Nevertheless, a set of synchronized location-aware
sensors is needed which makes this approach attractive for localization systems with
fixed installation.
Another approach which neither relies on synchronization nor requires calcula-
tion of the difference of TOAs is called the Cricket location system and was pro-
posed by Priyantha et al. [66]. The Cricket system uses two signal types, acoustic and
RF, which travel at different propagation speeds. The two signals are simultaneously
emitted by location-aware sensors. The signals reach the receiver at different times
whereby the time between arrivals is proportional to the traveled distance. Assuming
that the i-th location-aware sensor transmits two signals with propagation speeds of
v1 and v2 arriving at t
′
i and t
′′
i , a system of equations similar to the TOA case can be
formulated.
v1v2
v2− v1 (t
′
2− t
′′
2) = ‖θ 2−θ 1‖ (2.3a)
...
v1v2
v2− v1 (t
′
NS − t
′′
NS) = ‖θ NS −θ 1‖ (2.3b)
Again each equation describes a circle and the solution is the intersection of all circles.
The previously surveyed approaches aimed at inferring the distance between two
sensors and combined several of these distances to calculate the location of a location-
unaware sensor. Similarly, knowing the directions to several location-aware sensors
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can be used for localization. For this purpose, sensors typically use antenna arrays
which consist of several closely packed antenna elements (d ≤ λ/2 in figure 2.2e).
The received signal at each antenna element has, due to the physical displacement, a
slightly different phase which can be used to calculate the AOA α . A system of linear
equations can be formulated assuming the receiver’s orientation to a global reference
system is known.
y= k2x+b2 (2.4a)
...
y= kNSx+bNS (2.4b)
Whereby ki = tanαi and bi = yixiki i ∈A.
The RSS is readily available in RF communication systems. Since RSS decreases
with the distance between transmitter and receiver, it can be used for localization. Since
the thesis focuses on RSS measurements, corresponding models of errors are reviewed
in section 2.1.
2.1 Measurements of RSS
Models for RF propagation are key requirements to develop reliable and accurate
localization systems. Therefore, associated research fields have attracted significant
attention in the community since the beginning of wireless communications. In
particular, the objects of the environment present obstructions and reflectors which
cause multipath propagation and attenuation of RF signals. The thesis considers
estimating distances between sensors from measured RSS as basis for wireless local-
ization.
The RSS of a radio signal denotes its power and is typically measured with virtually
no additional cost by the receiver circuit. The Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI)
is an output voltage of the RSSI circuit of a receiver which represents the RSS of the
incoming RF signal. Due to its availability with wireless communications and its in-
expensiveness, the use of RSSI for localization has attracted considerable research ef-
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fort [10, 28, 57, 64, 73]. However, due to the numerous factors that impact RSSI, a
feasible model of these errors and their propagation to estimated distances is reviewed
in the following.
Measurements of RSS are influenced by numerous factors and are therefore subject
to errors which propagate to estimated distances. The errors of estimated distances can
be categorized as being either time-varying or static. Whereas the time-varying errors
are caused by noise and interference, static errors are introduced by the environment.
For example, objects can obstruct the LOS of a radio link and thereby cause additional
attenuation. In literature, these static environment-dependent errors are often modeled
as random, mirroring the fact that the environment in which a wireless network operates
is unpredictable [60]. In contrast to static errors, time-varying errors can be reduced by
performing time-series analysis, e.g. by averaging measurements. For this reason, the
thesis focuses on models for static, environment-dependent errors.
Environment-dependent errors comprise the effect of objects in the vicinity of radio
links to reflect, attenuate or diffract the signals which leads to multipath propagation
and shadowing of radio waves. In multipath propagation, multiple delayed and atten-
uated versions of the transmitted signal reach the receiver over different paths. These
signals add constructively or destructively as a function of frequency. Therefore, this
type of error source is referred to as frequency-selective fading and can be mitigated
with spread-spectrum techniques. For example, with direct-sequence spread spectrum
techniques the signals are distributed over a large bandwidth so that negative impact of
frequency-selective fading is reduced.
Summarizing, the time-varying errors can be dealt with by applying time-series
analysis and the environment-dependent frequency-selective fading effects can be re-
duced by using spread-spectrum techniques. However, shadowing refers to the situ-
ation when objects obstruct radio links and, thus, present static errors. Also these
objects typically affect not only a narrow frequency band and can not be mitigated
by spread-spectrum techniques. Consequently, researchers have investigated this error
source which is also referred to as medium-scale fading. The computer simulations
carried out in the thesis base on medium-scale fading which is typically characterized
as lognormal distributed random variable [31]. The details of the model are reviewed
in the following.
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Modeling Errors of RSS In practical scenarios which comprise obstructions and
reflections of radio waves, the RSS is a random variable and specific to each environ-
ment. The ensemble mean RSS, which is the average over multiple environments, de-
cays proportional to the distance from the transmitter as d−ε , where ε is the Path-Loss
Exponent (PLE). Typically, the ensemble mean RSS P¯ is modeled by the log-distance
path loss model [67].
P¯(d) = P0−10ε log10
d
d0
(2.5)
In this model, P0 denotes an RSS measured in [dBm] at a short reference distance
d0. As stated before, P¯ is subject to fluctuations mirroring the random impact of the
environment. Since a particular environment can consist of a vast number of objects,
the typical first approach for modeling medium-scale fading is to assume an additive
white Gaussian noise model.
P= P¯(d)+Xσ (2.6a)
Xσ ∼ N(0,σ2) (2.6b)
There exist significant evidence for the validity of this model for many environments
ranging from industrial installation to indoor scenarios [31]. Equation (2.6) assumes
that measurements of RSS on spatially adjacent radio links are not correlated. How-
ever, it is possible that large objects can affect several radio links in a similar manner.
There are extensions of (2.6) which address this issue [29, 61]. The correlations are
themselves random as they mirror a property of the environment. Therefore, correla-
tions present another simulation parameter and another dimension of parameter space
which adds to complexity. Furthermore, real-world measurements are needed that in-
vestigate the impact of correlations and the validity of associated computer models for
a variety of indoor and outdoor environments. In an effort to use an abstract formulation
which facilitates analysis using computer simulations, the thesis considers independent
medium-scale fading as expressed by (2.6).
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Maximum Likelihood Distance Estimation In order to estimate the distance be-
tween the location-unaware and the i-th location-aware sensor using a measurement of
RSS Pi (i∈A), the Probability Density Function (PDF) f (Pi|θ 1;θ i) is considered. This
function presents for a given configuration of sensor locations the probability of mea-
suring Pi between the location-unaware and the i-th location-aware sensor. Using (2.6),
f (Pi|θ 1;θ i) becomes
fP|θ (Pi|θ 1;θ i) =
1√
2πσ
exp
{
−(Pi− P¯(‖θ 1−θ i‖))
2
2σ2
}
(2.7)
However, since the task is to obtain an estimate of di = ‖θ 1−θ i‖ from noisy mea-
surements, the loglikelihood function L(di|Pi) = log f (Pi|θ 1;θ i) of the observations is
considered.
L(di|Pi) = log 1√2πσ −
(Pi− P¯(di))2
2σ2
(2.8)
Only the second term needs to be further considered, since the first term does not
depend on locations. The value di which maximizes (2.8) is regarded as the Maxi-
mum Likelihood Estimator (MLE) of distance. Usually, searching for extrema requires
calculating the first derivative. However, since (2.7) is Gaussian, the maximum can
simply be found by setting the second summand of (2.8) to zero and solving for di
using (2.5). Consequently, a best estimate d˜i of the distance given a measurement Pi in
the maximum-likelihood sense can be obtained.
0= Pi− P¯(d˜i)
= Pi−P0+10ε log10
d˜i
d0
...
d˜i = d010
P0−Pi
10ε
(2.9)
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Finally, it is noted that the estimated distances of (2.9) are lognormal distributed as
derived in appendix B.2.
f (d˜i|di) = K log10 e√2πσ d˜i
exp
{
−K2
(
log10 d˜i− log10 di
)2
2σ2
}
(2.10)
The constant factor is K = 10ε . Figure 2.3 shows PDFs for several values of the true
distances. The MLE of distances is the maximum of each PDF. It is shown that the
spread of estimates increases with the true distance. Intuitively, one would assume that
the longer a radio link the stronger the impact of the environment on the measure-
ments is. Consequently, the potentially larger number of obstacles on longer links is
mirrored by the increasing spread. It is pointed out that the model (2.6) assumes con-
stant variance of the RSS in [dBm]. The increasing spread of estimates is the result
of the transformation of a Gaussian distributed parameter (Pi [dBm]) to a lognormal
distributed (distance) one. Furthermore, it is noted that the estimated distances d˜ are
biased, meaning that they do not approach the true distance when increasing the num-
ber of measurements 1.
Summarizing, distances can be estimated from RSS measurements but the asso-
ciated measurement errors affect the estimates. Section 2.2 reviews algorithms used
in the thesis which calculate an estimate of the location given measurements of RSS.
These algorithms are typically designed such that propagation of measurement errors
is reduced.
2.2 Categorization of Algorithms
Sophisticated algorithms are used to reduce the effect of measurement errors and to
achieve highest accuracy. Typically, at the heart of a localization algorithm is an es-
timator which combines the measurements to reduce the effect of errors. Algorithms
can be distinguished by the way the measurements are used to estimate locations. This
motivates the following categorization.
1The term bias is further explained in section 2.2.4
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Figure 2.3: PDF of estimated distances. Spread of estimates becomes larger the more distant
two sensors are. The dotted blue lines and crosses indicate the true distance which deviates
from the MLE given by the PDFs’ peaks.
As explained in the beginning of this section, measurements can be used to deter-
mine distances and angles between sensors. Knowledge of these parameters gives rise
to applying the well known relations between edges and vertices of a triangle to esti-
mate the location. Besides this triangulation, pattern-based approaches aim at learning
a direct mapping of specific combinations of measurement values to location. In con-
trast, proximity-based approaches utilize constraints on angles and distances instead of
pointwise values [49, 54]. Each of the aforementioned approaches is surveyed in the
following.
2.2.1 Triangulation
Triangulation refers to the utilization of relations between edges and vertices in a trian-
gle to determine, e.g. the third vertex given the first two and all edges. In literature, such
approaches are often referred to as range-based and fine-grained, since corresponding
algorithms are most often based on distances to location-aware sensors and are able to
determine the true target location in the absence of measurement errors. Typically, as
described in the beginning of this section, associated algorithms establish a system of
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Figure 2.4: Taxonomy of algorithms for localization.
equations relating estimated distances or angles to a-priori known locations of specific
sensors. Whereas there exist a single solution in the error-free case, there is probably
no such point in case of perturbed measurements. In this situation, the point can be
considered a feasible solution which represents the least difference to the measure-
ments, i.e. which has the smallest residual, in a least-squares or maximum-likelihood
sense.
As triangulation-based methods require solving a system of typically non-linear
equations (2.1)–(2.3), the implementation of corresponding methods involve either a
linearization of the problem or a search over the set of feasible locations. Despite the
reduction in complexity, a linearization can cause a degradation of accuracy of es-
timated locations. On the other hand, search-based approaches incur relatively high
computational effort and might lead to local instead of the sought global optimum in
case an appropriate starting point for the search is not provided.
2.2.2 Scene Analysis
The presence of objects, walls and humans affects radio communications and such sit-
uations are encountered especially in indoor environments and cause multipath and
attenuation of radio waves. One way to mitigate the impact of these effects on localiza-
tion is to conduct a-priori measurements for each possible target location and store the
results. Later, the location of a specific online measurement is associated with the best
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matching a-priori measurement. Consequently, the measurements are directly mapped
to an estimated location.
In practice, conducting a-priori measurements for every possible target location is
infeasible due to the tremendous time effort. Therefore, only a subset of candidate lo-
cations is considered such that measurements at other possible target locations can be
interpolated. In addition, corresponding approaches need to consider and be able to
cope with changes of the environment during online measurements. Specifically, the
movement of humans and also opening doors can lead to different characteristics of
radio propagation which are not included in a-priori measurements and thus reduce ac-
curacy of estimated locations. Consequently, the main challenges of this approach are
1) Adopting to changes of the environment during online measurements, 2) Interpolat-
ing measurements for non-measured target locations and finding feasible mappings of
measurements to target locations.
2.2.3 Proximity
Proximity-based localization typically utilizes constraints on angles and/or distances
relative to location-aware sensors to restrict the area of candidate locations. The most
basic constraint is connectivity information which constrains the receiver to be within
communication range of the transmitter. The area can be further narrowed by inter-
secting multiple of such constraints. The radiation pattern of antennas and the use of
antenna arrays and beamforming techniques enable constraining the location of a sen-
sor to reside within a sector.
Typically, the mass center of the constraint area, often simply referred to as cen-
troid, is regarded as an estimate of location [17]. Basically, connectivity can be regarded
as binary quantized RSS measurement since the RSS of a transmission must exceed a
threshold at the receiver to be correctly demodulated. Consequently, proximity-based
localization has to cope with the same propagation effects as the other methods. Fur-
thermore, the estimated locations are generally biased and yield even in the absence
of measurement errors inaccurate locations. However, combinations of proximity- and
triangulation-based algorithms can yield improved performance. On the one hand, de-
termining a narrow area of candidate locations as a starting point for triangulation-
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based localization can improve success rate of finding the global optimum and increase
speed of convergence. For this purpose, the estimated locations of proximity-based al-
gorithms, which tend to be computationally less complex, present a good choice. On
the other hand, incorporating RSS measurements to refine proximity-based localization
has been reported to improve accuracy of estimated locations [12].
The previous categorization of algorithms illustrated that different approaches are
possible in order to achieve highly accurate estimated locations. Since a comparison of
localization algorithms can only base on reasonable performance metrics, section 2.2.4
covers corresponding evaluation criteria and elaborates on the optimal performance of
localization algorithms.
2.2.4 Evaluation Criteria
The most sophisticated estimator is not able to fully recover the true location from per-
turbed measurements. The major performance metric of an estimator is its ability to
reliably achieve estimates with small error, i.e. small deviation from the true location.
However, the estimates are themselves random since they are derived from measure-
ments subject to random errors. Consequently, the error of estimates is random and
needs to be characterized accordingly. A common approach is to use the bias and vari-
ance of locations. The bias denotes the average deviation of the estimates from the true
location whereas the variance indicates their spread around the average. The Mean-
Square Error (MSE) δ is the sum of the two components, squared bias and variance,
and is applied in diverse scientific disciplines to assess the performance of estimators.
δ = E
(∥∥θ − θ˜∥∥2) (2.11a)
= var(θ˜ )+bias(θ˜ )2 (2.11b)
Figure 2.5 illustrates bias and variance. To evaluate the MSE, the expected value can
be approximated by the average over N realization of the estimation.
δ = lim
N→∞
1
N
N
∑
j=1
∥∥θ − θ˜ j∥∥2 (2.12)
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of bias and variance as evaluation criteria for the accuracy of localiza-
tion processes.
For practical investigations, the value for N is a tradeoff between a high value ensuring
a reliable approximation of the MSE and a low value to keep the run time of computer
simulations low.
Cramer-Ráo-Bound on Localization Error
Intuitively, it is clear that one can learn less about the true parameter value from a
measurement the stronger the noise power is. The Cramér-Rao-Bound (CRB) provides
a means to numerically characterize the limits of estimators and provides an instrument
to determine how well the best estimator can perform under the specified conditions.
Specifically, the CRB provides a lower bound on the variance of unbiased (bias = 0)
estimators [39]. The CRB does not rely on any specific estimator and solely bases on
the uncertainty of measurements X and how they add when multiple measurements are
combined. To illustrate the concept, the 1-dimensional case is considered where the
locations of sensors consist of a single parameter, i.e. θ = z. Any unbiased estimator z˜
must satisfy
var(z˜)≥ 1
−E
(
∂ 2 log f (X ;z)
∂ z2
) (2.13)
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The concept of CRB states that the larger the curvature −E
(
∂ 2 log f (X ;z)
∂ z2
)
of a PDF
the more information a measurement contains about its parameters. For example, a
high curvature is tantamount to a PDF which is very focused whereas a small curvature
indicates that the PDF takes on significant values for a wider range of parameter values.
The thesis considers localization in two dimensions whereby the RSS of commu-
nications between a location-unaware sensor at θ 1 and several location-aware sensors
at Θ = [θ 2, . . . ,θ NS]T are measured. The joint conditional PDF of the observed RSS
P = [P2, . . . ,PNS]T is the summation over the loglikelihoods of all RSS measurements
whose PDFs are given in (2.7).
l(P|θ 1;Θ) =
NS∑
i=2
li, where li = log fP|θ (Pi|θ 1;θ i) (2.14)
Consequently, (2.13) has to be extended to be applicable for parameter vectors. The
CRB for parameter vectors is given by the following equation.
cov(θ˜ )≥ F−1θ (2.15)
Fθ =
⎡
⎣ ∑NAi=1−E
(
∂ 2li
∂x2
)
∑NAi=1−E
(
∂ 2li
∂x∂y
)
∑NAi=1−E
(
∂ 2li
∂y∂x
)
∑NAi=1−E
(
∂ 2li
∂y2
)
⎤
⎦ (2.16)
Whereby Fθ denotes the Fisher-Information matrix [39]. The CRB σ2min has been ap-
plied to the sensor localization problem by Patwari et al. and is reviewed in the follow-
ing [63].
var
(
θ˜ 1
)≥ σ2min = 1a ∑
NS
i=2 d
−2
i
∑NS−1i=2 ∑NSj=i+1
(
d1⊥i, jdi, j
d2i d2j
)2 (2.17a)
a=
(
10ε
σ ln10
)2
(2.17b)
Where the distance d1⊥i, j denotes the shortest distance from location-unaware sensor
to the line segment connecting sensors i and j.
Basically, a low value of (2.17) indicates a, on average, highly accurate location
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Figure 2.6: The CRB consists of a distance-dependent part and a geometric-dependent part. A
favorable geometry is provided by pairs of location-aware sensors whose spatial configuration
leads to a large, normalized shaded area of the parallelogram. Those sensor pairs yield a smaller
overlapping (green area in (b)) area when estimated distances vary in a particular range.
estimate whereas a high CRB mirrors a configuration of sensor locations and measure-
ment uncertainty that would yield inaccurate location estimates with high probability.
The CRB consists of a distance-dependent term in the enumerator and a geometry-
dependent one in the denominator. The uncertainty about the measurements is repre-
sented by the first factor 1a which includes both the PLE and the variance of medium-
scale fading. Figure 2.6 illustrates the components of the CRB. First, the larger the
distances between location-aware and location-unaware sensors the larger the CRB as
indicated by the enumerator of (2.17). In addition, the geometric configuration of each
pair of location-aware sensors affects the denominator. Specifically, the CRB is im-
pacted by the Geometric Dilution of Precision (GDOP) as explained in the following.
Considering the triangle given by two location-aware sensors and the location-unaware
sensor, a parallelogram can be constructed as indicated in figure 2.6a. Ai, j denotes the
area of parallelogram given by the vectors from the location-unaware sensor to sensors
i and j normalized by the length of vectors, i.e. distances di and d j.
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Figure 2.6b shows, in a simplified manner, how errors of distances propagate to
the uncertainty of estimated locations. The shaded areas denote the regions where the
location-unaware sensor resides with high probability if the measurements of the two
leftmost or the two rightmost location-aware sensors are combined. It is shown that the
area for the two rightmost sensors (orange) is larger than that of the two leftmost sen-
sors (green). This results in a higher uncertainty of the estimated location as indicated
by corresponding values of A−1.
Summarizing, the range of localization algorithms can be divided into triangulation,
scene-analysis and proximity, each of which exploits the dependence of radio propa-
gation properties between location-aware and location-unaware sensors in a different
way. The MSE is used to compare the various localization algorithm against each other
regarding bias and variance of estimated locations. The CRB can be used to assess the
best performance of unbiased estimators and, hence, provides a means to characterize
the best possible performance regarding the spatial configuration of sensors. At the
beginning of the section, it was mentioned that each algorithm contains an estimator
which maps the measurements or parameters, like distances or angles derived from
measurements, to estimated locations. Section 2.3 reviews the estimators used in the
thesis.
2.3 Selected Estimation Techniques
Another determining characteristic of wireless localization techniques is the way the
sought location is calculated from perturbed measurements and derived geometrical
quantities. Especially in complex indoor environments, the errors associated with mea-
surements demand for sophisticated estimators to mitigate the impact on location esti-
mates. Consequently, the choice of the estimator is another distinctive feature of wire-
less localization techniques.
2.3.1 Least Squared Error Method
For decentralized Linear Least Squares (LLS) localization which belongs to the class
of triangulation, RSSI is used to estimate the distance between communicating sensors.
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Based on the erroneous distances d˜i (i= 2, . . . ,NS) to several location-aware sensors, a
location-unaware sensor at θ 1 can estimate its location by solving the following system
of equations:
(x1− xi)2+(y1− yi)2 = d˜2i (2.18a)
The system of equations typically does not have a unique solution, due to measurement
errors. However, a solution minimizing the sum of the squared error of each equation
can be found by solving (2.19).
θ˜ 1 = arg min
θ 1∈R
NS∑
i=2
(‖θ 1−θ i‖− d˜i)2 (2.19)
Since this operation typically requires a search over the solution space, a less complex
approach is to linearize (2.18) and utilize an LLS estimator. Equations (2.18) can be
linearized by subtracting the location of the i-th location-aware sensor from all other
equations (i= 1, . . . , j−1, j+1, . . . ,NA) [56].
(
x1− x j+ x j− xi
)2
+
(
y1− y j+ y j− yi
)2
= d˜2i (2.20)
Expanding and regrouping the terms leads to
(x1− x j)(xi− x j)+(y1− y j)(yi− y j) = 12(d˜
2
j − d˜2i +d2i, j) (2.21)
In matrix-vector notation, this system of equations has the form Ax = b which can be
solved by LLS [45]. Without loss of generality, j = 2 is assumed.
θ˜ lls =
1
2
(ATA)(−1)AT(d˜221− d˜+d)+θ 2 (2.22)
A=
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
x3− x2 y3− y2
...
...
xNS − x2 yNS − y2
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (2.23)
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Here, d˜= [d˜23, ..., d˜2NS]
T and d= [d22,3, ...,d22,NS]
T denote the estimated distances and the
known distances between location-aware sensors. 1 denotes a column vector of size
NS−2 containing only ones to facilitate the addition.
The major advantage of LLS is its small computational complexity and the abil-
ity to distribute the operations over many sensors. Consequently, the estimator has
been applied to the localization task in resource-constraint WSN [69]. However, the
linearization makes this method susceptible to errors especially if the sensor used as
reference in (2.20) is far away from the location-unaware sensor.
2.3.2 Maximum Likelihood Estimator
The MLE, which belongs to triangulation-based approaches, jointly estimates the un-
known locations of NB sensors given all measurements to NA location-aware sen-
sors [63]. Each sensor is indexed and the first i = 1,2, . . . ,NB sensors have unknown
locations whereas sensors i= NB+1,NB+2, . . . ,NS are location-aware. Given the es-
timated distances d˜i, j and equation (2.10), the negative loglikelihood of the location-
unaware sensors’ location can be formulated as
L=−
NS∑
i=1
NS−1∑
j=i+1
log
(
K log10 e√
2πσ d˜i, j
)
−K2
(
log10 d˜i, j− log10
∥∥θ i−θ j∥∥)2
2σ2
(2.24)
It is assumed that the pairwise measurements of RSS are symmetric, i.e. the following
holds for the estimated distances d˜i, j = d˜ j,i. The location which minimizes (2.24) is the
MLE θ˜ i of the location of the i-th location-unaware sensor.
The first summand does not depend on θ and can be discarded in the following.
The sum over the terms in brackets of the second summand depend on θ and should be
minimized in order to obtain the MLE (2.25).
θ˜mle,i = arg min{θ i∈R}
NS∑
i=1
NS−1∑
j=i+1
(
log10
d˜i, j
||θ i−θ j||
)2
(2.25)
It is noted that the MLE is obtained by minimizing the negative loglikelihood which
is tantamount to maximizing the positive likelihood function. The MLE of estimated
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(a) LLS. (b) MLE. (c) MDS.
Figure 2.7: Overview of localization techniques LLS, MLE and MDS. LLS requires more
location-aware sensors due to the linearization and works on lines rather than circles (the lower
sensor is used for linearization). The MLE searches over the set of possible solutions for the
location that maximizes the likelihood. MDS distributes the location-unaware sensors such that
the distance constraints are best met in the least squared error sense.
distances is denoted by d˜i, j and given in (2.9). This algorithm is centralized since (2.25)
has to be calculated at one sensor knowing all required distances and locations.
To reduce the complexity and to enable decentralized calculation of the MLE, only
the local likelihood is considered, meaning that (2.25) is calculated on each location-
unaware sensor with the locally available estimated distances to adjacent location-
aware senors. This leads to a slightly different form of (2.25) which is referred to as
Local Maximum Likelihood Estimator (LMLE):
θ˜ lmle,i = arg min{θ i∈R}
NS∑
j=NB+1
(
log10
d˜i, j
||θ i−θ j||
)2
(2.26)
Since this estimator utilizes fewer information than the MLE, it is expected that accu-
racy of estimates will tend to be lower.
Both variants require a search over the solution space to find the optimal solution
which is implemented as a conjugate gradient decent optimization.
2.3.3 Multidimensional Scaling
Multidimensional Scaling (MDS), which belongs to class triangulation, is a set of sta-
tistical techniques originally developed to display the structure of distance-like data as
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a geometrical picture. Since MDS works on distance information between objects its
applicability for localization of wireless devices has been discussed in [74]. It is noted
that MDS belongs to the class of centralized localization algorithms.
Starting with a square matrix D of pairwise distances between sensor nodes, MDS
tries to find the relative arrangement of sensor locations that best fits D ({D}i, j = d˜i, j).
Often the MSE between the measured and the resultant distances is used to define the
goodness of a fit. Estimates of location following the MSE objective can be obtained
in the following way where I is the identity matrix:
1. Double center D: Dc.
2. Compute Eigenvalues and -vectors: Dc = UVUT.
3. Obtain intermediate coordinates θˇ using the two2 largest Eigenvalues v1,v2 and
the corresponding Eigenvectors u1,u2: θˇ = [u1,u2]I [
√v1,√v2]T.
4. Determine the similarity transform T that transforms the estimated locations of
anchors to their true locations and perform the same transformation on all inter-
mediate coordinates.
θ˜mds = Tθˇ T (2.27)
The estimator is implemented using the MatLab-functions cmdscale.m and
procrustes.m to obtain θˇ and T, respectively.
2.3.4 Centroid Localization
Centroid Localization (CL), which belongs to proximity-based approaches, is a tech-
nique which utilizes the concept of neighborhood to estimate locations [17]. The idea of
CL is to regard sensors that are within communication range as being geographically
close to each other. Consequently, using connectivity information to location-aware
sensors, a location-unaware sensor can calculate its location as the centroid of their
2For 2D (3D) coordinates the two (three) largest Eigenvalues should be used.
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locations.
θ˜ cl =
1
NA
NS∑
i=2
θ i (2.28)
While this approach has its advantages, namely to be very simple in terms of compu-
tations, its accuracy strongly depends on the communication range of sensors and gen-
erally provides only coarse location information compared with the other algorithms
discussed so far. However, its simplicity makes it especially suited to provide a start
point for search-based algorithms like MLE.
2.3.5 Recursive Bayesian Estimators
Recursive Bayesian Estimation (RBE) is a mathematical framework for estimating an
unknown PDF recursively over time using mathematical models of measurements and
the process. Regarding the topic of the thesis, RBE considers the evolution of the time-
variant state, e.g. θ = [x,y]T, of a target and its continuous estimation using perturbed
measurements of RSS3. Specifically, let θ (t) and x(t) denote the state and measurements
at time t. Given the models
θ (t) = f (θ (t−1))+w(t−1) process model (2.29a)
x(t) = h(θ (t))+v(t) measurement model (2.29b)
with the corresponding covariance matrices of the zero-mean, multivariate Gaussian
noises
Q(t) = E
(
w(t)w(t)
T)
process noise covariance (2.30a)
R(t) = E
(
v(t)v(t)
T)
measurement noise covariance (2.30b)
RBEs estimate the state θ˜ (t) at time t using only the knowledge of the previous state
estimate and the current measurements. As they do not require storage of all previous
3Typically, the state includes other parameters like velocity or acceleration of target.
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Figure 2.8: Overview on Extended Kalman Filter procedure.
estimates and measurements and work recursively, they are especially suited to online
localization algorithms. In the following, two RBEs are reviewed in more detail since
they are used in section 4.5. A description which is slightly different from the com-
monly known ones is presented to emphasize the similarities between both estimators.
Extended Kalman Filter
In RBE, the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is a non-linear variant of the Kalman filter
which linearizes about the current mean and covariance of state and measurements [82].
Its procedure can be divided in a prediction, innovation and correction step as illus-
trated in figure 2.8.
In the prediction step, the current state and measurements are predicted using the
corresponding models.
θˆ (t) = f
(
θ˜ (t−1)
)
pred. state (2.31a)
C(t)θˆ =A
(t−1)C(t−1)θ˜ A
(t−1)T+W(t−1)Q(t−1)W(t−1)
T
pred. state covariance (2.31b)
xˆ(t) = h
(
θˆ (t)
)
pred. measurements (2.31c)
C(t)xˆ =H
(t)C(t−1)θ˜ H
(t)T+V(t)R(t)V(t)
T
pred. meas. covariance
(2.31d)
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Basically, the EKF extends the original Kalman filter by including first order approx-
imations of the possibly non-linear state and measurements model in the estimation
process.
A(t−1) =
∂ f
∂θ
∣∣∣∣
θ˜ (t−1)
W(t−1) =
∂ f
∂w
∣∣∣∣
θ˜ (t−1)
(2.32a)
H(t) =
∂h
∂θ
∣∣∣∣
θˆ (t)
V(t) =
∂h
∂v
∣∣∣∣
θˆ (t)
(2.32b)
The predictions present the state under the assumption the process model was not sub-
ject to errors. However, the movement patterns of users are typically too complex to
be modeled accurately causing the predictions to deviate from the true state. The de-
viation can be characterized by the difference between the predicted and the actual
measurements in the innovation step.
y(t) = x− xˆ(t) innovation (2.33a)
K(t) =C(t)θˆ H
(t)TC(t)xˆ
−1
Kalman gain (2.33b)
In the correction step, the information about how well the predictions explain the mea-
surements are incorporated in the final state estimate.
θ˜ (t)ekf = θˆ
(t) +K(t)y(t) state estimate (2.34a)
C(t)θ˜ = (I−K
(t)H(t))C(t)θˆ state covariance (2.34b)
As the EKF is based on a linearization of the non-linear process and measurement
models, it can loose track in case the current state estimate is too different from the
true state. Furthermore, it requires the models to be continuously differentiable.
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Figure 2.9: Overview on Particle Filter procedure.
Particle Filter
The basic principle of the Particle Filter (PF) is to model the PDF over the state space
by np discrete particles (2.35).
{Θ}:,i = θˆ i (i= 1, . . . ,np) (2.35)
Each particle represents an individual hypotheses about the target state which evolves
by recursively applying the process model to it and evaluating its likelihood regarding
measurements. The distinctive features of PFs are that they approach the optimal perfor-
mance of Bayesian estimators when increasing the number of particles. Furthermore,
they are able to track arbitrary, possibly multi-modal probability densities.
The general principal of a PF is illustrated in figure 2.9. Given an initial vector
of particles {Θ(t−1)}:,i = θˆ (t−1)i at time t, the process model (2.29a) is applied to each
particle and a prediction of the measurements xˆ(t) is calculated using (2.29b). The devi-
ation between predicted and actual measurements x(t) is evaluated using the likelihood
function l(Θ(t):,i|x(t)) and used to apply weights wi to each particle i.
w(t)i = l(Θ
(t)
:,i|x(t)) (2.36)
In particular, particles representing a target state which is not well explained by the
current measurements are assigned a small weight and vice versa. The form of the like-
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lihood function depends on the observation model and is further explained in Chap. 4.
In the resampling step, the effective particle set size is calculated.
np,eff =
1
∑npi=1w(t)i
2 (2.37)
If np,eff is smaller than a threshold, then Sampling-Importance-Resampling (SIR) is
applied. SIR denotes a mechanism to delete particles with small weight and spawn new
ones at particle locations in state-space with large weight. Thus, it is ensured that the
majority of particles resides in the region of state-space with high likelihood.
The actual state estimate is calculated as the mean of the state values given by all
particles and is input to the next estimation cycle.
θ˜ (t)pf =
1
np
np
∑
i=1
θˆ i (2.38)
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Improving Efficiency and Accuracy of
Localization
Experimental deployments of WSNs in the past years have shown that sensor net-
works can be used in a vast number of applications and proved valuable for smart
environments [22, 32]. As illustrated in the previous sections, location of sensors and
users are important in the growing field of intelligent environments. Typically, battery-
powered sensors participate in the localization process either because these sensors
require location-awareness for their operations or because they are attached to an ob-
ject or person to be localized. Energy-efficient operation is in any case mandatory to
prolong the sensors’ life time.
This chapter considers the tradeoff between energy consumption and accuracy of
location estimates which is summarized by the term Energy Efficiency (EE). Since EE
is an abstract term, section 3.2 proposes, Logarithmic Energy Efficiency of Localization
(LogarEEL), a measure to quantify numerically the EE of localization algorithms.
LogarEEL is used to compare the EE of several well-known centralized and decentral-
ized localization algorithms. Section 3.3 investigates new distributed algorithms for the
SSP. In particular, the localization procedure is regarded as a selection problem where
the task is to pick the subset of location-aware sensors that yields the smallest MSE of
location estimates among all subsets of the same size and, thus, can be considered as
the most energy-efficient subset for this task.
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Figure 3.1: States of the energy model.
3.1 Model of Energy Consumption
Since this section focuses on improving the EE of localization, it is necessary to state
the model of energy consumption which will be used in the computer simulations. The
model should be simple enough to facilitate implementation and it should consider the
major sources of energy consumption in sufficient detail to include major aspects. The
major sources of energy consumption of wireless sensors are communication and idle
energy consumption [86]. Since transmitting a single bit over the wireless channel dis-
sipates O(10−6)J whereas execution of a single instruction requires O(10−9)J, thus,
three orders of magnitude less energy than communications, calculations are discarded
in the energy model [79]. Clearly, sensors participating in the localization process will
remain active until their task is completed. Hence, it is reasonable to assume the fol-
lowing model of energy consumption:
ei(t) = etx,i(t)+ erx,i(t)+ eidle,i(t) (3.1)
E(t) =∑
i
ei(t) (3.2)
The basic idea of the energy model is to consider the major sources of energy con-
sumption which are transmitting etx,i and receiving erx,i and idle listening eidle,i energy
consumption of the i-th sensor. The model assumes a three state sensor model with
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idle listening, transmitting and receiving states as illustrated in figure 3.1. In each state,
sensors dissipate a specific amount of energy over time.
The specifics of centralized and decentralized localization algorithms which gener-
ate different communication overhead are considered in section 3.2.2. Regarding com-
puter simulations, the relation between congestions on the MAC layer and energy con-
sumption is important. Therefore, section 3.3.6 elaborates on this issue.
3.2 Characterization of Energy Efficiency
Although the term energy efficiency is often used in the context of WSN, it is rarely de-
fined clearly and many works considering EE of WSNs by comparing the total energy
consumption in the investigated scenarios rather than the ratio of utility of operations
and resources spent. This section focuses on a new definition of EE, called Logarithmic
Energy Efficiency of Localization (LogarEEL), with the goal to facilitate the compari-
son of localization algorithms using computer simulations. Before elaborating on the
details of LogarEEL, the requirements a feasible measure of EE should meet are moti-
vated.
A measure to quantify the EE of localization algorithms is an important tool as it
enables tradeoffs between accuracy and energy consumption in the design phase as
well as during runtime of the WSN. In the design phase, engineers can choose between
different localization algorithms to meet the requirements of the application concern-
ing accuracy while minimizing the energy consumption. To do so, the performance
concerning MSE and complexity of algorithms is typically compared. To facilitate se-
lection of the most energy-efficient algorithm, a bounded measure of EE is needed
which summarizes both MSE and energy consumption. The boundedness property can
be achieved by a suitable normalization. Furthermore, the usability of a measure of EE
can benefit if it is intuitively usable. In particular, a high EE should be mirrored by a
large value of the measure and vice versa.
3.2.1 State-of-the-Art
This section reviews several approaches to characterize the EE of localization in WSNs.
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Feng et al. investigate localization based on lateration using RSS measure-
ments [26]. The authors consider the utility defined as the ratio of energy consumption
and decrease of the CRB on localization error to characterize the impact of a specific
node on the overall EE of localization. Specifically, a location-aware sensor is more
energy efficient the smaller its utility is. Although utility is lower bounded and based
on the CRB it lacks objectivity since the energy consumption is not normalized and has
unit W/m2. In addition, the proportionality criteria is not met since low utility denotes
high efficiency.
Reichenbach et al. compare several localization algorithms regarding the Power-
Error-Product (PEP) [68]. The PEP is the product of location error and energy spent for
localization. Therefore, a small PEP denotes high EE. Although, PEP is an interesting
approach which motivated LogarEEL, it lacks a feasible normalization and its usability
is reduced since it is inversely-proportional to the general understanding of efficiency.
In many other works, efficiency is only used as a term and not defined explicitly.
This section’s contribution is the definition of LogarEEL as a measure to characterize the
EE of localization. The distinctive features of LogarEEL are: It is normalized since it is
based on the best achievable accuracy of an unbiased location estimator and the energy
needed to (asymptotically) achieve this accuracy. Hence, it is bounded and corresponds
to the general understanding that a high value denotes high efficiency.
3.2.2 Impact of Centralization
In wireless localization, algorithms can be classified either centralized or decentral-
ized. Despite their comparably large communication overhead, centralized algorithms
typically incorporate more measurements and, thus, information in the localization pro-
cess and consequently yield estimated locations with potentially higher accuracy than
decentralized ones. In addition, centralized algorithms, like MDS and MLE reviewed in
Sec. 2.3, typically jointly estimate the location of several location-unaware sensors at
once.
In contrast thereof, decentralized algorithms utilize the locally available informa-
tion only rather than querying distant sensors for their measurements. Therefore, they
are preferable in energy-limited wireless networks. The algorithms, which have been
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(a) Sample network. (b)Measurement phase. (c) Distribution phase.
Figure 3.2: Figure (b) shows the measurement phase: Each node determines distances to ad-
jacent sensors by means of RSS measurements. (c) Aggregation: Distances are transmitted to a
central node to be used for localization. (a) Network configuration used for simulations. ( , )
denote anchors and blinds, respectively.
explained in Sec. 2.3, can be classified either centralized or decentralized regarding
whether or not global information is required at one specific sensor. Since the cen-
tralized algorithms inherently estimate the locations of all involved location-unaware
sensors, a fair comparison with decentralized approaches should consider two differ-
ent situations: 1) Individual localization of a single location-unaware sensor and 2)
Joint localization of all blinds which is referred to as total localization. It is noted that
while being penalized in terms of cost in the first situation, centralized approaches are
expected to achieve improved efficiency with total localization.
Since knowledge about all distances is required for centralized localization, the lo-
calization process can be divided into a measurement phase, where sensors determine
their distance to all neighbors, and an aggregation phase, where this information is
transmitted to a central node (see figures 3.2b and 3.2c). Specifically, in the measure-
ment phase each node would broadcast a message to its neighbors. Having received
such a broadcast, sensors would use the RSS of the transmission to infer the distance to
the sender. Consequently, in a sample network, NS transmissions and NS(NS−1) recep-
tions are required to determine all distances1. In addition, communicating the distance
1In case links are symmetric, i.e. di, j = d j,i,
(NS
2
)
receptions and NS− 1 transmissions are
required.
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information to a central station requires at least NS− 1 transmissions and receptions.
Hence, using (3.1) the cost of individual, centralized localization becomes
Cind,cent = (2NS−1)Etx+(N2S−1)Erx (3.3)
Whereby the idle energy consumption is discarded as it is constant for all algorithms.
It is noted that for total, centralized localization all NB location-unaware sensors are
localized with the same cost. Therefore, the per sensor cost equals the average over all
blinds.
Ctot,cent =
1
NB
Cind,cent (3.4)
In contrast, the decentralized approaches considered in this work rely solely on the dis-
tances to location-aware sensors and, therefore, only require a total of NA transmissions
and, at each location-unaware sensor, NA receptions. Thus the cost of individual and
total localization for the decentralized algorithms becomes
Cind,decent = NAEtx+NAErx (3.5)
Ctot,decent =
1
NB
(NAEtx+NANBErx) (3.6)
3.2.3 Approach and Definition of LogarEEL
In general, efficiency is the ratio between gain (G) and cost (C). Regarding localization,
high efficiency denotes highly accurate location estimates for which to obtain only few
resources had to be spent. In order to quantify this formulation more mathematically,
the relation between the MSE of location and the energy Ei attributed to localize sensor
i are considered and the EE ηˇ i of a localization algorithm is defined as:
ηˇ i =
1/δ 2i
Ei
=
Gi
Ci
(3.7)
Here, Ei denotes the energy consumption due to the localization of sensor i. However,
this expression does not allow for statements like "the best" efficiency, since (3.7) has
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no upper bound. A reasonable way to improve the expressiveness of (3.7) is to normal-
ize both gain and cost.
Concerning the error of localization, the CRB provides a means to assess the
best possible performance of unbiased estimation and can be calculated in closed-
form 2.2.4. Hence, the CRB is used to normalize the MSE and, therefore, limits the
range of the normalized gain G˜ to 0≤ G˜≤ 1:
G˜i =
1
δ 2i /δ 2crb,i
(3.8)
Next, the energy consumption of localization is considered, as the cost. In order to
maintain the boundedness property, the cost have to be normalized. The fundamental
information of the considered localization process are distances estimated using mea-
surements of RSS. Consequently, the energy consumption for retrieving / estimating
these distances is regarded as normalizing factor. Consequently, the normalized cost C˜i
for sensor i can be formulated.
C˜i =
Ci
NA(Erx+Etx)
(3.9)
Due to the possible range and the fact that most feasible estimators do not approach
the CRB and have strongly varying accuracy, the log scale is used on the original def-
inition of the EE (3.7). Furthermore, since accuracy and energy consumption might
have different importance to the overall system performance, a weighting factor α is
introduced to account for this. Thus, LogarEEL is defined as
ηi = 10log10
(
G˜αi
C˜1−αi
)
(3.10)
= 10α log10(G˜i)−10(1−α) log10(C˜i) (3.11)
α has range [0,1] and can be used to either emphasize gain or cost of localization.
LogarEEL’s upper bound is connected to the best possible accuracy given by the CRB
and the least energy consumption needed to infer the required distance estimates. An
increase of η by 1.5dB constitutes doubling the EE G˜/C˜ (assuming α = 0.5).
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Table 3.1: Simulation parameters.
Parameter Variable Value
Deployment area - 1m × 1m
# location-unaware sensors NB 21
# location-aware sensors NA 4
Path loss exponent ε 2
Tx,Rx energy Etx,Erx 1 a.e.u.
Gain-cost weighting α 0.5
Number of trials - 5000
3.2.4 Results and Conclusions
For the simulations, a fully connected regular network of 25 sensors is considered
where the NA = 4 location-aware sensors reside at the corners (see Fig.3.2a). Dur-
ing simulations the MSE of localization as given in Sec. 2.2.4 is calculated approxi-
mately on the basis of N = 5000 independent trials. Each trial consists of estimation
of distances based on perturbed RSS measurements, whereby the measurement model
of (2.6a) is assumed. Based on MSE, the normalized gain and cost are averaged over
all location-unaware sensors and used to calculate LogarEEL using (3.11). Regarding
cost, individual and total localization are considered independently whose specifics
have been analyzed in section 3.2.2. Table 3.1 provides an overview of the simulation
parameters.
Fig. 3.3b plots LogarEEL of MLE (2.25), LMLE (2.26), LLS (2.22) and MDS (2.27)
vs. standard deviation σ of RSS measurements within the sample network. In general,
the centralized approaches are advantageous for total localization since they inherently
estimate all location-unaware sensor locations. Confidence intervals are omitted, as
they are typically much smaller than 1 dB. In addition, results of LMLE and LLS are
omitted for individual localization since the graphs are just 5 log10
Ctot,decent
Cind,decent ≈−1.4dB
below those of total localization in the considered scenario.
For localization of a single sensor (individual node localization) it is shown that
with equally weighted gain and cost (i.e. α = 0.5), LMLE achieves the highest EE.
This result emphasizes the point that the increase in accuracy of centralized MLE does
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Figure 3.3: Average LogarEEL η of various localization algorithms vs. standard deviation σ of
medium-scale fading (α = 0.5).
not outweigh the additional cost for measuring and distributing the estimated distances
compared to decentralized LMLE. For small values of σ , LLS shows relatively high
EE with regards to LMLE. However, LLS exhibits the highest degradation for growing
σ . This behavior is caused by the strong susceptibility of linear least squares based
optimization to large errors which is also observed for MDS, however, slightly less
pronounced.
Concerning total localization, the centralized approaches show increased values of
LogarEEL since their cost is independent of the actual number of sensors to be localized
and, therefore, the average cost per sensor strongly decreases compared with individual
localization. The decentralized approaches also have slightly increased efficiency, due
to decreased cost, but the improvement is smaller compared with that of the decentral-
ized methods.
In general, LogarEEL of both MLE and LMLE are relatively insusceptible to changes
of σ which indicates that their performance is strongly connected to the CRB. Fig-
ure 3.3a shows that the normalized gain of MLE is approximately zero for small σ
which is tantamount to nearly equal values of MSE and CRB in this range. This em-
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phasizes the objectiveness of LogarEEL since the performance of MLE, which is able
to approach the best possible accuracy as given by the CRB, is relatively unaffected by
changes of parameters of the wireless channel.
3.2.5 Summary
LogarEEL has been introduced as a measure to characterize the EE of localization algo-
rithms in WSN. Since LogarEEL is upper bounded and normalized to the best achiev-
able accuracy, it constitutes an improvement over existing measures of EE of localiza-
tion which are either unbounded or dependent on nuisance parameters. Furthermore,
a weighting factor is introduced which can be used to emphasize the impact of either
accuracy of location estimates or the associated energy consumption.
As an example, the EE of some well-known localization algorithms were investi-
gated, namely MLE, LLS andMDS. The intention of the investigations were to show that
LogarEEL produces expected results for known localization algorithms and, therefore,
to support its utility to evaluating EE. The results support the general understanding
that centralized approaches have difficulties to cope with decentralized approaches in
terms of EE when a single sensor need to be located. Furthermore, the susceptibility of
MSE-based localization methods, namely LLS and MDS, to large errors is mirrored by
their decreasing EE. In contrast, MLE-based approaches show little sensitivity. Sum-
marizing, the decentralized LMLE which optimizes only the local likelihood yields the
highest EE for single-node localization whereas theMultidimensional Scaling approach
achieved the smallest.
3.3 Selection of Efficient Subsets of Sensors
Typically, due to coverage or robustness-reasons WSN are deployed redundantly, mean-
ing that several sensors are eligible for any specific task [5]. While such approach
provides increased resilience to errors it also makes necessary, from the perspective of
resource management, a selection mechanism that selects subsets of all eligible sensors
and, thereby, reduces the network’s resource consumption. Of course, a smart selection
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mechanism would chose subsets such that a given quality criteria is maximized for the
task.
In the following, it is assumed that the parameters PLE and standard deviation of
medium-scale fading are known or have been determined with sufficient accuracy a-
priori.
3.3.1 Problem Statement
In the SSP the task is as follows: Given a set S of sensors, find the subset H(c) of c
sensors that achieves the required accuracy of information while meeting the energy
constraints of the sensors [71].
In the context of localization, estimates of location with smallest error are sought
while requiring the sensor network only to consume little energy. Since energy is con-
sumed for activation, communications, sensing and, therefore, depends on the number
of sensors involved, SSP becomes the task of choosing the subset of references that
achieves smallest localization error among all subsets of the same size.
The SSP can be formalized as follows:
Minimize E
(||θ − θ˜ ||2) (3.12)
Subject to H(c) ⊆ R (3.13)
θ˜ = f (H(c)) (3.14)
|H(c)|= c
In literature, this optimization task is often described as finding the optimal trade-off
between utility and cost, where utility denotes some measure of the desired property,
i.e. accuracy of location estimates. Typically, SSP is regarded as the problem of sorting
subsets of sensors in descending order of their utility and to retrieve information from
the first subset in the list which meets a given accuracy-cost-ratio. The process of sensor
selection for localization can be divided into three steps which are depicted in Fig. 3.4.
In the first step, the sensors are sorted according to their utility. Then sensors need
to be informed or be given means to determine themselves when to contribute their
measurements which constitutes sensor scheduling based on utility. Finally, sensors
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Figure 3.4: Overview on sensor selection.
respond as scheduled and the location-unaware sensor calculates its location using the
responses.
The main challenge of SSP is twofold: 1) Find a utility-function that is able to sort
sensors correctly despite measurement errors and 2) Reduce the additional resource
consumption introduced by the sensor selection process. This section first investigates
how subsets can be selected in a near optimal way in terms of MSE. Then Sec. 3.3.3
reviews the state-of-the-art and Sec. 3.3.4 introduces new algorithms to solve SSP. In
Sec. 3.3.5, the issue of MAC collisions is dealt with and an improved scheduling is pro-
posed. Finally, the new algorithms are evaluated in terms of CRB, MSE and regarding
their sensitivity to MAC collisions in Sec. 3.3.6.
3.3.2 Near Optimal Sensor Selection
In general, a subset of location-aware sensors should be selected such that the average
MSE of location estimates is minimized over all possible subsets of the same cardinal-
ity. Consequently, utility in this regard is inversely proportional to MSE. Let H(c) be
the set of all subsets with cardinality c H(c) := {H |H ⊆ R; |H|= c} and determine
the subset H˜(c)opt that minimizes the average MSE:
H˜
(c)
opt = arg min{H∈R,|H|=c}
E (δ (H)) (3.15)
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of variance, bias and CRB for (b) circular and (c) linear movement of
the mobile anchor under medium-scale fading. Static anchors are at α = {0.25,0.58}. Markers
( , , ) denote the curves for variance, CRB and bias, respectively.
This function basically returns the subset H˜(c)opt, which minimizes the average MSE.
Thereby, it is assured, that the references inH(c)opt contribute on average most to accurate
localization.
Impact of Geometry on Mean Square Error
The MSE of localization is related to variance and bias of location estimates. Therefore,
the two are investigate in the following in more detail. Specifically, the dependence of
MSE on geometric properties of location-aware and location-unaware sensors’ loca-
tions are considered as a basis for SSP. Recognizing that the error of localization stems
from defective estimated distances, it is natural to consider the corresponding error
propagation from distances to location estimates. To facilitate explanations, a simple
scenario is considered and the CRB, variance and bias of location estimates are inves-
tigated using computer simulations.
In particular, a scenario of three anchors and one blind is considered. Two anchors
are situated on the circle with center at the blind’s location as depicted in Figure 3.5a.
The location of the third anchor is varied as indicated by the arrows. Figure 3.5 (b)–
(c) show variance, squared bias and CRB vs. different movement patterns of the third
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anchor. Localization is performed using MLE while distances are i.i.d. lognormal dis-
tributed.
The figures indicate that both variance and bias, and consequently also the MSE,
depend on the relative locations of anchors and blind. It is shown that the variance is
dominating the MSE and extrema of variance, squared bias and CRB approximately
coincide. In order to reduce average MSE, the subsets are selected such that variance
is reduced. Since the CRB provides a lower bound on the variance of any unbiased
estimator, it is regarded as a means to characterize the utility of any subset of anchors.
From these considerations, it is concluded that the CRB σ2min is a feasible selection
criteria. Under this assumptions, (3.15) can be reformulated.
H
(c)
opt = arg min{H∈R,|H|=c}
σ2min (H)
H˜
(c)
opt ≈H(c)opt
(3.16)
The subsets H(c)opt yield on average the smallest variance of location estimates among
all subsets of cardinality c.
This optimization requires complete knowledge of σ2min of each subset. This infor-
mation can be obtained by letting the anchors communicate their estimated distances
to every other anchor in range. In practice, several issues arise due to this requirement.
First, the goal of sensor selection is to limit resource consumption while maintaining
a specific level of accuracy. However, gathering complete data as required by (3.16)
typically means spending more resources for communication than necessary. Second,
it is likely that the data needed by a blind for localization, i.e. distances to adjacent
anchors calculated using RSSI, have been obtained during gathering of complete data.
Consequently, subsequent sensor selection is rendered unnecessary. As a result, the se-
lection process needs to be fully distributed in order to maintain the benefits of sensor
selection, namely, resource preservation while assuring that most important anchors
communicate first with the blind.
It is noted that extrema of MSE of other estimators, like LLS, might not coincide
with those of the CRB. For these estimators an alternative formulation of the error
covariance of location estimates can be found as shown in [30, 39].
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3.3.3 State-of-the-Art
In the following, the state-of-the-art of SSP is reviewed and summarized in Table 3.2.
The distinguishing characteristic is the way each algorithm calculates the utility of sen-
sors. Therefore, it is used as main classification criteria. In the context of localization
and target tracking, SSP has long been spotted as an interesting field of research. A
survey of the recent advances is provided by Rowaihy et al. [71]. The literature on SSP
can be divided into 1) works that consider the problem from an information-theoretic
point of view. Such works aim at decreasing the uncertainty about the target location.
2) Works that utilize a formulation of the MSE of target location for SSP. These works
work on error covariance matrices of measurement or target location which are read-
ily available in the context of probabilistic filters and tracking applications like EKF,
for example. 3) Algorithms that do not fall in any aforementioned class typically use
heuristics to characterize the utility of sensors.
Further categorization regarding centralization, complexity and accuracy will be
given in the text and are summarized at the end of Sec. 3.3.3.
Reviewing Sensor Selection Criteria
Information-based Approaches In [91], Zhao et al. investigate a sensor selection
scheme which is referred to as leadership-passing. In this scheme, the leadership token
is passed from sensor to sensor such that each sensor’s measurement about the target
location optimizes a specific information-measure, like the entropy or mutual infor-
mation. Specifically, the current leader uses measurements of previous leaders and its
own measurement to determine, using the knowledge about the location of adjacent
location-aware sensors, which of them is the best next leader.
Zhao et al. start off with regarding the tracking problem as the task of minimizing
the uncertainty about the target location. They utilize a grid-based description of the
posterior distribution p of target location. Following the idea of sequential Monte-
Carlo sampling, each anchor’s observation x is incorporated into the posterior one after
another. The utility of a sensor is given by the effect of its measurements to decrease the
uncertainty of the posterior distribution. Thereby, “best” sensor in terms of tracking and
localization is one whose current measurement would result in the posterior distribution
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Figure 3.6: Overview on selection procedures showing Zhao’s Leadership Passing algorithm.
with smallest entropy among the measurements of all other sensors. Assuming 1D
locations θ = x, the entropy Hp of the discrete posterior can be calculated using (3.17).
Hp =−∑
x
p(x) log p(x) (3.17)
They recognize that calculation of Hp requires as input the target distribution which,
in turn, assumes knowledge of all measurements prior to selection. However, avoid-
ing the aggregation of unimportant measurements is key to the EE of SSP and, conse-
quently,Hp can not be used. Several information measures are discussed which are two
entropy-based measures and one that uses Mahalanobis distance of target distributions.
The investigations are extended in a co-work of Zhao where a comparison of sensor
selection using an extended set of selection criteria is presented [20].
Although entropy-based measures provide an accurate way to characterize the util-
ity of a sensor for tracking and localization, they incur a high computational burden.
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Figure 3.7: Flow-chart of algorithms using leadership-passing. The procedure
DET_NEXT_LEADER contains the algorithm specific calculation of utility.
In addition, the accuracy of selection depends strongly on the choice of the first leader.
Moreover, leaders represent a single-point-of-failure since loss of any response would
abort the selection process.
Liu et al. consider target tracking using WSNs [50]. In particular, they focus on
applications where distance and bearing information can be obtained from acoustic
sensors. The utility of sensors is evaluated on the basis of mutual information about
the future target state and the current sensor measurement. In this context, the sensor
with the largest measurement value is initialized as leader and subsequent leaders are
selected based on mutual information.
The method of Liu et al. constitutes an approach which utilizes all locally avail-
able information to solve the SSP. However, calculation of mutual information is com-
plex and is not applicable in situations where sensors do not have sufficient computing
power or for application that require low-latency location estimates.
Several extensions to the work of Zhao et al. have been proposed, e.g. in [25, 81].
In [81], Wang et al. propose to use the reduction in entropy of the target posterior dis-
tribution as an indicator of the utility of a sensor (see Figure 3.7 and 3.6). Specifically,
they project the posterior onto the sensing view of a sensor to reduce complexity and
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calculate the difference between the entropy of the projected posterior with and without
the sensor’s measurement. This approach is more energy efficient and provides a good
approximation of the optimal response order. Although, computational complexity is
reduced, calculation of the posterior is necessary and thus complexity is comparable to
Zhao’s approach using Mahalanobis Distance.
In [92], Zou et al. propose a sensor selection algorithm for target localization which
is based on sensors’ distances to the maximum of a grid-based representation of target
location distribution. Specifically, the selection process starts with a sensor detecting
a target and notifying the cluster-head. Given the sensor’s location and the detection
event, the cluster-head calculates the probability distribution of target location p on
predefined grid-points. The cluster-head subsequently queries the sensor that has min-
imal distance to the maximum of p and updates p. The process continuous until a
specific number of sensors has been queried.
Grid-based approaches are able to model a wide range of probability distributions.
Hence the work is applicable to many scenarios of target localization. However, cen-
tralized calculation of utility means that failures at a single node, the cluster-head, can
abort the selection process. Furthermore, explicitly querying sensors means additional
communication compared to Zhao’s leadership passing while accuracy remains below
that of [25, 50, 81, 91].
MSE-based Approaches MSE-based approaches to SSP aim at optimizing the MSE
of location estimates. Kaplan et al. propose in [37] and [38] two related selection al-
gorithms that are based on target tracking using an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) and
measurements of target bearings. Compared with the information-driven approaches,
these algorithms work on the covariance matrix of location estimates instead of con-
sidering the entropy or mutual information.
The authors propose a global node selection (GNS) and an autonomous node selec-
tion(ANS) scheme. Both schemes regard the tracking process as a series of snapshots.
Each snapshot starts with searching the best initial tuple of anchors from an initial sen-
sor set which can be inherited from the previous snapshot or be a predefined one. The
search step has complexity O(N2) for an initial set of cardinality N since all combina-
tions of two sensors are considered. After that, additional sensors are added one after
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another while ensuring that each sensor decreases the expected MSE using either a local
utility measure in ANS or global knowledge in GNS.
The approaches have in common a high computational burden due to the initial
search for the best tupel. In addition, even though the ANS uses a utility measure which
can be calculated with local knowledge, a high message overhead is introduced as the
local utility needs to be compared with a threshold value and the threshold needs to be
communicated to candidate sensors beforehand.
Feng et al. pursue a different approach and investigate optimal placement of anchors
and clusters in a WSN [26]. They utilize the CRB to determine optimal transmission
ranges and anchor placement and present a protocol which selects anchors. The basic
idea is to activate only as many anchors as needed to ensure that every point in the
deployment area is covered by three anchors to enable localization. The anchors are
selected such that the average CRB in that area is minimized. The main difference
compared with the scenario considered in the thesis, is that a sink node is assumed
which performs centralized calculations and that the focus is rather on increasing the
coverage of localization as to increase its accuracy given an upper limit on the number
of location-aware sensors to be used.
Heuristic-based Approaches In [14, 23, 51], range measurements are weighted ac-
cording to their variance and distance or location-aware sensors are selected based
on the difference between distances and estimated locations [6]. Others apply tests to
detect outliers in order to exclude them from calculations or just choose the nearest
location-aware sensors for estimation of location [58, 66]. For coarse-grained localiza-
tion, it has been reported in [19] that choosing the nearest three location-aware sensors
increases localization accuracy when estimating distances with the DV-Hop method.
Furthermore, in [18], localization errors are simulated to decide where additional
location-aware sensors have to be placed to decrease errors effectively. However, this
leads to large computational overhead on references.
In [76], geometry of the situation is considered. Here, the set of all anchors is di-
vided into groups of three. The sensors of one group form a triangle whose angles must
meet a certain requirement for this group to be selected for localization. Drawbacks of
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Table 3.2: Overview on related work and comparison with the new approach indicated by a ∗.
Distributed Robust Complexity Message Acc.
overhead
Information-Driven
Chu, Zhao et al. [20, 91] yes no average low average
Liu et al. [50] yes no high low high
Wang et al. [81] yes no average low average
MSE-Driven
Kaplan et al. [37] no yes average high high
Kaplan et al. [38] yes yes average high average
Lieckfeldt et al. [47]∗ yes yes low low average
Others
Zou et al. [92] no no average average low
this approach are high computational complexity as all possible groups of sensors are
considered and the need for global knowledge to be available.
In [13], Bian et al. consider the problem of sensor selection and argue that “sensor
selection should be based upon a trade-off between application-perceived benefit and
energy consumption of the selected sensor set”. Specifically, they concentrate on the
following architecture of sensor networks: The application layer can select different
sets of sensors for a task, for example by interrogating the set of sensors with highest
utility to measure the temperature. Bian et al. consider three different classes of utility
functions for this purpose, namely, submodular and supermodular function and a class
to characterize geometric covering objectives. Submodularity denotes utility functions
with diminishing return when increasing the size of the sensor set. That means, that
when adding additional sensors to a set the increase of its utility becomes smaller and
smaller. For this class of utility functions it is shown that a solution in polynomial time
can be found.
Bian et al. consider a scenario for which it is most important to prevent unimportant
sensors to be activated and to perform measurements, and in which centralized calcula-
tion of utility is feasible. However, in the scenario considered in this work, the focus is
to evaluate utility in a distributed manner and to limit communications to the minimum
whereas measurements of RSS are readily available without extra cost.
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Summary
Existing approaches either do not avoid that insignificant location-aware sensors com-
municate during localization process or they require global knowledge which also as-
sumes additional communication. Furthermore, while the impact of geometry has often
been stated in literature, the author is not aware of any work that uses a simple utility
function which considers both geometry and distance information for the selection pro-
cess and is fully distributed. Another distinction is that in previous works responses are
typically scheduled by the leadership passing technique. However, this technique is
susceptible to failures of sensors and, hence, can be regarded as less robust to this kind
of errors as will be illustrated in Sec. 3.3.6.
3.3.4 New Algorithms for SSP
This section presents two algorithms for distributed sensor selection which require min-
imal communications and use simple math for calculating utility. The first algorithm
uses distance information for evaluating the utility of a location-aware sensor. A more
general formulation of distance-based selection is contributed to the state-of-the-art
which enables optimized scheduling of responses as will be explained in Sec. 3.3.5.
The second algorithm uses the CRB as utility measure [47]. The CRB has the desirable
property to summarize GDOP and distance-related accuracy degeneration while requir-
ing less complex calculations for important channel models. After providing a general
description of the selection process the details of each algorithm are explained.
The following terms are introduced to facilitate the investigations:
• The selection process is initiated by a localization request which is broadcasted
by the requester.
• All location-aware sensors which have received the request are summarized by
the setH.
• Responders are those location-aware sensors which have already contributed
their measurements by sending a response to the originator of the request.
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• All location-aware sensors keep track of the current state of the selection process
by storing related responses. The set of all responses received by sensor si ∈H
is denoted by Sresp,i.
Selection Procedure
Starting with the initial request for localization, all location-aware sensors in trans-
mission range of the requester estimate their distance to the requesting blind. Each is
assigned a wait time Twait,i (si ∈ R) which delays its response and is key to avoid addi-
tional communication. Wait times are based on distance and/or CRB with the aim to en-
sure that sensors will respond in approximately the same order as optimal (see (3.16)).
Naturally, such approach has to deal with measurement errors and collisions on the
MAC layer while minimizing the total wait time to preserve energy as will be explained
later in this section.
Sensors obtain local information from the blind’s initial localization request and
subsequently by overhearing the responses of other sensors. It is emphasized that local
information is not explicitly exchanged but will be made available to other sensors
during the process without additional communication.
Distance-based Selection
In algorithm local-dist, each reference uses the ratio of transmission range rtx of the
blind’s request and the estimated distance to calculate the delay of its response. In
contrast to [46], a more general formulation of the wait time is used which enables
finding a tradeoff between total wait time and collision probability as investigated in
Sec. 3.3.5. The following family of functions with parameters K and α are considered
to calculate the wait time.
Twait,i = K
(
d˜1,i
rtx
)α
s1 ∈B, si ∈ R (3.18)
Twait =∑
i
Twait,i Total wait time (3.19)
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Figure 3.8: Characteristics of wait times Twait,i = K
(
d˜ j,i
rtx
)α
with parameters K,α . The plot is
normalized by K which determines the maximum wait time. Figure (b) shows the flow-chart of
algorithm local-dist.
Consequently, the range of the wait time is Twait,i ∈ [0,K]whereas the upper bound may
be violated due to defective distance estimation. Figure 3.8 depicts the characteristics
of Twait,i for different parameter choices. Parameters K and α can be used to change
the total wait time Twait and the collision probability.
CRB-based Selection
In the following, a new approach to sensor selection is investigated which aims at
minimizing both variance and bias of location estimates while requiring no additional
communication and only simple calculations. The new approach bases on the use of the
CRB which has been demonstrated to reflect the characteristics of MSE in Sec. 3.3.2. In
algorithm local-crb, the CRB is calculated using estimated distances between location-
aware sensors and blind. Responses are broadcast and include the originator’s address
and location and its estimate of the distance to the requester. After the first reference
has answered, subsequent references can use the additional information provided by
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Figure 3.9: Flow-chart of algorithm local-crb.
the former responses, namely distance estimates of other sensors. Without loss of gen-
erality, the requester is referred to as s1 and the location-aware sensors involved in the
selection process denoted by si, i> 1.
Starting with the localization request of the blind, any location-aware sensor re-
ceiving that request performs distance-based selection using (3.18) until at least one
responder’s message has been overheard (Fig. 3.10). Each sensor stores responses and
associated information. Using the information of the first response, each reference eval-
uates the CRB and determines whether its measurement would lead to a CRB larger than
the transmission radius of the localization request. This situation can occur if a sensor
is collinear or nearly collinear with the previous responder and the blind. In order to
prevent collinearity, such sensors further delay their response.
Eventually, another location-aware sensor responds and, again, each of the remain-
ing sensors si evaluates their utility using CRB. This time, they can calculate the current
CRB σ2min(Sresp,i) using the information of the first two responders and compare it with
the new CRB σ2min(Sresp,i∪ si) assuming they would respond next. The final wait time
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Figure 3.10: Overview on algorithm local-crb.
for subsequent responses is calculated based on the decrease of CRB Δσ2min.
Twait,i =
⎧⎨
⎩
K˜ ·Δσα˜min
∣∣Sresp,i∣∣≥ 2
K ·
(
d˜1,i
rtx
)α ∣∣Sresp,i∣∣< 2 (3.20)
Δσmin =
σ2min(Hi∪ si)
σ2min(Hi)
(3.21)
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Table 3.3: Overview on algorithms.
algorithm Knowledge Metric used
global-crb global CRB
local-dist local Distances
local-crb local Distances, CRB
local-mDist local Mahalanobis distance
local-mInfo local Mutal information
local-heuristic local Approximation of mutual information
Since the characteristics of Δσ2min are different compared with
d˜1,i
rtx , the algorithm needs
to use different values K˜ and α˜ for each phase. The process continuous either until a
predefined number of references has responded, the selection process is aborted by the
blind or any other suitable trigger.
In practice the CRB is calculated using defective distances and, consequently, errors
need to be considered explicitly. One way of doing this is to incorporate a model for
the errors as is part of the information-driven approaches in Sec. 3.3.3. However, these
approaches have high computational complexity which motivate investigating alterna-
tives which require only simple computations yet consider the impact of geometry on
localization error.
In particular, the denominator of CRB in equation (2.17) becomes a complex num-
ber if the distance d2,3 between any two pairs of location-aware sensors and their dis-
tance estimates d1,2, d1,3 to the blind do not satisfy d1,2+ d1,3 >= d2,3. The author
found empirically that using the absolute value represents a reasonable tradeoff be-
tween utility of CRB to SSP and low computational complexity.
Table A.1 gives an outline of the algorithms local-dist and local-crb in pseudo code.
The code is executed by location-aware sensor si.
Issues of Distributed Selection Methods
Two major issues of local-crb and local-dist are the hidden terminal problem and that
the order of responses determined by an algorithm is subject to collisions of responses
on the MAC layer. For the investigations, it is assumed that blinds reduce transmission
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power to half the maximal transmission range while location-aware sensors respond
with maximum transmission range. This effectively mitigates the hidden terminal issue.
Furthermore, it is assumed that each responder is aware of the location of all other
adjacent location-aware sensors. This assumption holds since this information can be
easily obtained by sensors by overhearing transmissions of their neighbors.
Collisions on the MAC layer occur whenever the wait times of two sensors differ
only by a small value and the radio transmission of the two interferes with each other.
Generally, the problem of distributed access to a shared communication medium is well
investigated. Typically, MAC schemes can be divided into two different approaches.
First, collisions are avoided by multiplexing the communications in the frequency,
time or space domain. Second, concurrent medium access is allowed and collisions
are detected and resolved as they occur. A simple concurrent MAC scheme is Carrier
Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) with Binary Exponential
Backoff (BEB). Only the latter approach is considered in this work, due to its simplicity
and since it does not require control packets to be send. While effectively improving
packet delivery rate, CSMA/CD with BEB can perturb the response order of sensors in
situation where many collisions have to be resolved. Consequently, collisions have to
be avoided in order to maintain the response order as determined by the algorithms.
One way of doing this in a fully distributed way without excess communications is to
adapt the parameters of wait times which is investigated in Sec. 3.3.5.
3.3.5 Optimized Scheduling for Distance-based Selection
Sec. 3.3.4 outlined some issues when using distances to schedule responses. One im-
portant issue is that the anticipated response order can be perturbed by collisions on
the MAC layer. Before elaborating on the issue, the details of the considered multiple
access scheme need to be stated. The computer simulations discussed in the follow-
ing sections assume CSMA/CD with BEB. Each sensor can sense whether the channel
is idle. A collision occurs whenever a sensor tries to respond during the response of
another sensor. The situation becomes more difficult in case the responses of multiple
sensors were delayed and their responses need to be rescheduled such that the original
response order is preserved. However, this is difficult to achieve without requiring addi-
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tional communications. Consequently, collisions not only disturb the correct response
order but also add significantly to energy consumption since recurring carrier sensing
and retransmissions are required.
This section considers adapting parameters α and K to minimize the collision prob-
ability. As a prerequisite, the parameters’ impact on collision probability and the total
wait time is investigated. A parameter set (αopt,Kopt) is sought using numerical analysis
which presents an optimum concerning the total energy consumption of the localization
procedure.
It is assumed in the following that sensors are uniformly deployed and are aware of
their true distances to adjacent sensors. Furthermore, it is assumed that radio propaga-
tion delays are small compared to MAC packet length in seconds and, thus, can be dis-
regarded. This assumption readily holds for common sensor platforms like the cc1010
and for the ZigBee standard. In both cases, radio waves travel several kilometers during
one bit duration which renders propagation delay for the current investigations negligi-
ble.
Collisions occur whenever two sensors schedule their responses such that the time
between the start of the first response and the start of the second response is smaller
than the packet transmit time Tp.
“Collision”⇔ ∣∣Twait,i−Twait, j∣∣≤ Tp (3.22)
Using eq. (3.18) and given the location of one sensor si and its distance d˜1,i, one obtains
the following disc-shaped interval which represents the area around the requester in
which no other sensor but si should be situated to avoid collisions
“Collision”⇔ blow(d˜1,i)≤ d˜1, j ≤ bup(d˜1,i) j = i, si,s j ∈H (3.23a)
blow(d) =
⎧⎨
⎩
α
√
dα − TprαtxK dα ≥
Tprαtx
K
0 else
(3.23b)
bup(d) =min
(
rtx,
α
√
dα +
Tprαtx
K
)
(3.23c)
Since sensors are independently deployed, one can calculate the average number of
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Figure 3.11: Figure (a)shows average number of collisions on the MAC layer vs. parameters α
and K of wait time. (b) Total simulated energy consumption vs. pairs of K and α as indicated
by the blue line in (a). The x-axis depicts the value of K of the parameter set {K/Tmac,α} ∈
{{1.9,3.28}, {2.5,2.86}, {3.0,2.65}, {3.6,2.53}, {4.2,2.44}, {4.8,2.38}, {5.4,2.34},
{6.0,2.30}, {6.6,2.27}, {7.2,2.25}, {9.5,2.20}, {11.9,2.16}}.
collisions Ncoll as a function of d using the node density ρ which has unit [1m−2].
Ncoll(d) = ρ ·
∫ bup(d)
blow(d)
2πx dx (3.24)
Using eq. (3.24), one can calculate the average number of collisions for a selection pro-
cess by multiplying each Ncoll with its probability P(Ncoll) and integrating the product
of Ncoll and its probability over all possible values of d.
N¯coll =
∫ rtx
0
Ncoll(x) ·P(Ncoll(x)) dNcoll(x)
= 2
ρ
r2tx
∫ rtx
0
ϑ ·
∫ bup(ϑ)
blow(ϑ)
2πς dς dϑ
(3.25)
Since the integration limits of the inner integral depend on the outer integral, an ana-
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Table 3.4: Parameter values of energy model. Values of energy consumption are based on the
work of Polastre et al. in [65] and Shnayder et al. in [75].
Transmit Receive Idle listening Carrier Sense
Energy [Joule/bit] 3.12 ·10−6 2.34 ·10−6 1.59 ·10−6 2.5 ·10−6
lytical solution to eq. (3.25) is difficult to obtain. However, one can utilize numerical
integration to evaluate and investigate N¯coll.
Fig. 3.11a depicts N¯coll for various values of α andK. Dark areas indicate parameter
sets which yield many collisions. A solid blue line shows the parameter combination
which lead to the least collisions for a specific K. It is shown that α ≈ 2.2 yields good
results for a large range of K values. For small K the optimal α shifts to larger values.
For a practical parameter choice, not only the collision probability has to be considered
but also the total energy consumption which is depends on the total wait time and
therefore also on K.
The total energy consumption of SSP is investigated using computer simulations.
Idle listening, transmitting and receiving messages contribute to the total energy dissi-
pated by all sensors. Table 3.4 presents the energy consumption attributed to transmit-
ting or receiving one bit and for idle listening which base on typical values for sensor
motes2.
Figure 3.11b shows that K/Tmac = 5.4 α = 2.34 yield minimum energy consump-
tion and represent the best tradeoff between Mac collision probability and total wait
time. In particular, energy consumption is approximately 10% larger at {K/Tmac,α}=
{1.9,3.28} compared with the minimum. Section 3.3.6 completes the analysis of opti-
mized scheduling by analysing the dependence of MSE on {K,α}.
3.3.6 Results and Conclusions
The algorithms of Sec. 3.3.4 are analyzed in the following using computer simulations.
Four different investigations focus on analyzing the CRB, the MSE without and with
considering MAC contention. Finally, the impact of packet loss on the success rate of
2The values base on the CC1010 transceiver module distributed by Texas Instruments.
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Table 3.5: Summary of computer simulation.
Simulation
Parameter Analysis
of CRB
Analysis
of MSE
MSE vs. MAC
contention
Impact of
Packet Loss
Radio channel ε = 2.3 ε = 2 ε = 2 n/a
σ = 3.92dB σ = 2dB σ = 2dB
Error model ideal Eq. (2.6a) Contention,
Eq. (2.6a)
Packet Loss
Figure
of merit
CRB MSE MSE, Energy Success Rate
Estimator n/a Eq. (2.26) Eq. (2.26) n/a
Request [bit] n/a n/a 61 n/a
Response [bit] n/a n/a 85 n/a
#Trials n/a 2000 1000 n/a
#Deployments 10000 80 80 n/a
algorithms is investigated. The simulations assume a fully connected uniform deploy-
ment of anchors in a circular area of radius rtx = 100m with one blind at its center.
The algorithms perform sensor selection as described in Sec. 3.3.4 and utilize true dis-
tances or RSSI with log-normal errors to estimate distances as indicated in the text.
Each deployment consists of several trials during which selection is carried out repeat-
edly while using different realizations (trials) of estimated distances. The parameters
of the simulations and the investigated values are summarized in Tab. 3.5
Reference Algorithms
Selection based on global knowledge requires additional communication among an-
chors, for example, to exchange and compare estimates d˜i, j of the distance to the blind.
Naturally, the algorithms of class global knowledge are expected to perform better than
those of class local knowledge because more information of the network topology is
available.
To provide a reference for the evaluation, the global-crb algorithm is used which
regards the true CRBs of each anchor as its utility. This algorithm selects near optimal
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Figure 3.12: Average ratio of CRB of selected subsets normalized by the optimal CRB as given
by algorithm global-crb.
subsets in terms of (3.15). The subsets are given in (3.26).
Hˆ
(c)
opt = arg min{H∈A,|H|=c}
σ2min (H) (3.26)
Results
Analysis of CRB First, the CRB of the subsets selected by algorithms local-dist and
local-crb is investigated and compared with their counterparts that use global knowl-
edge. In [47], a scenario was investigated which is different from the currently in-
troduced one: A time division multiple access (TDMA) communication protocol was
considered. However, responses were scheduled using probabilities calculated in a very
similar way to eqs. (3.18) and (3.20).
Figure 3.12 depicts on the y-axis the average CRBs normalized by the CRB of al-
gorithm global-crb versus the number of anchors in the selected subset. The figure
shows the average increase of CRB of each algorithm compared with that of global-crb.
Specifically, for subsets of size 3, algorithm local-dist selects subsets that yield on av-
erage a 32-times worse CRB compared with global-crb. It is shown that the algorithms
of class global knowledge have a better overall performance despite for c = 3. Here,
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Figure 3.13: Comparison of algorithms for SSP. In this simplified scenario consisting of
NA = 14 ( ) uniformly deployed anchors and one location-unaware sensor ( ), response order
is determined based on the algorithm used and location-aware sensors contribute their mea-
surements without having to compete for wireless channel access. The single location-unaware
sensor estimates its location using MLE which uses a CL estimate as start point of optimization.
local-crb performs better as it prevents unfavorable sensors from responding which
would lead, otherwise, to a CRB larger than the transmission range (see line 27 in table
A.1). Furthermore, local-crb achieves a significantly lower CRB than local-dist.
The investigations show that sensor selection based on the CRB improves the lower
bound on MSE compared with distance-based selection. The next investigations relax
the requirement of synchronization associated with TDMA communications and eval-
uates the newly proposed algorithms in terms of MSE.
Analysis of MSE In this paragraph, the set of algorithms is extended and the MSE
of localization is evaluated. The MLE is utilized to determine locations from per-
turbed distances and apply scheduling of responses as described in Sec. 3.3.4. Centroid
Localization is used to provide a starting point for the optimization procedure of MLE.
Additionally, the algorithms reviewed in Sec. 3.3.3 of Liu et al. (local-mInfo) [50], of
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Zhao et al. (local-mDist) [91] and of Wang et al. (local-heuristic) [81] are considered
in the comparison. The algorithms that utilize a grid-based representation of location
distribution assume initially a uniform distribution over the deployment area. The reso-
lution of the grid is 50×50 points which constitutes a resolution of 2m. The computer
simulation consists of 80 different random deployments. For each deployment, SSP is
conducted in 2000 trials whereby in each trial the measurements of RSS are i.i.d. log-
normal distributed, as described in Sec. 2.1. The figure of merit is the average MSE
over all deployments.
Fig. 3.13 depicts the average MSE of location estimates against the size of the se-
lected subset. The figure shows that global-crb yields the subsets which achieve small-
est MSE of all selection algorithms, however, using global knowledge and true dis-
tances. The algorithms local-mInfo and local-heuristic achieve largest location error
while local-mDist and local-dist show average accuracy of location estimates using
estimated distances.
The large MSE of local-mInfo and local-heuristic has the following major reason.
Both algorithms strongly rely on the selection of the first two responders. If these show
an unfavorable spatial configuration, the subsequent selection is very likely negatively
affected due to leadership-passing. In particular, the spatial configuration of sensors can
be such that selecting a third location-aware sensor causes the CL start point for MLE
to be far away from the true location of the requester. In such situations, MLE might
only find a local optimum which leads to large location error. In contrast, local-crb and
local-mDist favor subsets of location-aware sensors with favorable geometrical config-
uration which means that subsets are more likely to be evenly distributed around the
location-unaware sensor. Therefore, these algorithms effectively lead to more accurate
CL estimates and, therefore, a better total localization accuracy.
The impact of resolution of the posterior representation on algorithms local-mInfo,
local-mDist and local-heuristic is minor since all algorithms use the same resolution
but show different location errors.
The algorithm local-mDist, which uses the Mahabanolis distance of location distri-
bution and basically considers solely the impact of geometry on MSE, achieves aver-
age MSE. Since distance-based selection, represented by algorithm local-dist, achieves
slightly smaller MSE compared with local-mDist, it is concluded that the impact of
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of algorithms local-crb and local-dist regarding MSE and energy con-
sumption when anchors compete for the shared wireless channel. Results are shown for selec-
tion of 4 location-aware sensors and are depicted against pairs of parameters {K/Tmac,α} ∈
{{1.9,3.28}, {2.5,2.86}, {3.0,2.65}, {3.6,2.53}, {4.2,2.44}, {4.8,2.38}, {5.4,2.34},
{6.0,2.30}, {6.6,2.27}, {7.2,2.25}, {9.5,2.20}, {11.9,2.16}} whereby only the K/Tmac
value is given on the axis.
geometry influences the MSE less strongly than the distance to the location-unaware
sensor. However, considering both the impact of geometry and distance on MSE, as
is done by algorithm local-crb, achieves smallest MSE among all algorithms with lo-
cal knowledge. Especially for small subsets of three anchors, selection using local-crb
yields at least 50% smaller location error than any other algorithm. This advantage
withers, however, for subsets with more than ten anchors, where all algorithms show
comparable performance.
Analysis of MSE regarding MAC collisions This paragraph focuses on algorithms
local-dist and local-crb, investigates the impact of collisions on MSE using computer
simulations. The simulations are identical to those of the previous paragraph with the
exception that responders have to compete to access the wireless channel. Due to com-
plexity of simulations, the 80 deployments were analyzed in only 1000 trials. Access to
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the shared communication medium is performed using CSMA/CD which utilizes BEB
to reduce packet loss in the presence of MAC collisions.
The parameters of wait time, K and α , are varied from values yielding high colli-
sion probability (3.25) to values yielding low collision probability but increased total
energy consumption. The simulations show that the median MSE of local-dist decreases
with increasing K which is tantamount to decreasing collision probability (Fig. 3.14).
As expected, collisions perturb the calculated response order and, therefore, lead to
larger localization errors. In this regard, algorithm local-crb shows a slightly different
behavior since its MSE is less affected and has a minimum at K/Tmac = 6, α = 2.30.
This result emphasize that the optimized scheduling developed for local-dist does not
apply for local-crb.
For small subsets of 4 location-aware sensors, local-crb achieves 46% to 14%
smaller localization error compared with local-dist while requiring 0% to 32% more
energy. Furthermore, local-crb achieves a better EE compared with local-dist in terms
of LogarEEL (Fig. 3.15a). In particular, local-crb is 42% more energy efficient than
local-dist for parameters {K/Tmac = 7.2,α = 2.25}.
Impact of packet loss The considered algorithms utilize two different approaches to
schedule the responses. While the proposed local-crb and local-dist algorithms perform
distributed scheduling and delay responses based on deterministically calculated wait
times, algorithms local-mDist, local-mInfo and local-heuristic apply the leadership-
passing approach which elects a leader to contribute its measurement to the localization
process. The next leader is determined based on previously contributed measurements.
The latter approach can be regarded as quasi-centralized since each selection decision
is made by a single sensor. Consequently, leadership-passing is sensitive to packet loss
and failure of leader nodes which can lead to abort of the selection process. Fig. 3.15
depicts the probability of receiving at least n responses using either leadership-passing
or local-crb / local-dist for different packet loss rates. The figure shows that local-dist
and local-crb are more resilient to packet loss compared with leadership-passing and
deliver 85% of responses with a probability of 0.97 for a packet loss rate of 0.05 while
leadership passing’s success probability is only 0.54.
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Figure 3.15: Figure (a) depicts LogarEEL of local-crb and local-dist for subsets of 4 location-
aware sensors. (b) Comparison of probability of successful receiving at least n responses vs.
packet loss probability using either leadership-passing or scheduling as performed by algo-
rithms local-crb or local-dist. Scheduling of local-crb / local-dist is more robust regarding
packet loss and failure of sensors and achieves a higher response arrival rate.
3.3.7 Summary
A new algorithm to select efficient subsets for localization, referred to as local-crb,
has been developed and analyzed using computer simulations (Sec. 3.3.4). The new
algorithm utilizes the CRB, a lower bound on the variance of unbiased estimation, to
characterize the utility of anchors to localization. The available anchors are scheduled
in descending order of their utility by delaying their responses. The main advantages
of the proposed algorithm are its low computational complexity, the fully distributed
calculation of CRB which saves resources by avoiding additional communications and
its comparatively high accuracy of location estimates.
Furthermore, an extension and reformulation of existing distance-based sensor se-
lection has been investigated in Sec.3.3.4. The corresponding algorithm, referred to as
local-dist, determines the utility of anchors using the distance to the location-unaware
sensor whereby utility is smaller the more distant an anchors is. Anchors respond in
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descending order of utility similarly to local-crb with the difference that the mathemat-
ical formulation of delays allows for optimizing the tradeoff between MAC collisions
and total time of the selection process for randomly deployed networks. This way the
energy consumption associated with the selection process have been minimized. The
major advantage of this approach is that computations are even more simple than that
of local-crb. However, location estimates using small subsets yield larger location er-
rors. Although optimization of local-dist’s scheduling achieved 10% savings of energy,
the applicability of the result depends on whether the sensors are actually uniformly
deployed.
In comparison with the reference algorithms, the presented approaches yield sub-
sets which achieve average localization accuracy while being significantly less com-
plex. Especially algorithms local-mInfo, which utilize grid-based representation of the
location posterior, requires significant computation capabilities at the sensors leading
to long delays during the selection process. However, performance of local-mInfo and
local-heuristic strongly depend on a good selection of the first three location-aware sen-
sors. Simulations have shown that these algorithms yield highest location error among
the investigated algorithms. The major reason for this is that the start point for MLE is
calculated using CL. Regarding local-mInfo and local-heuristic, this leads to start points
far away from the true location and, therefore, to poor location estimates (Sec. 3.3.6).
Another disadvantage of leadership passing is that it calculates utility in a quasi-
centralized way because typically only a single sensor decides on the next location-
aware sensor to contribute its measurements. Consequently, corresponding algorithms
are vulnerable to packet loss and might abort unintentionally whenever a message is
lost, e.g. because of transmission errors or failure of sensors. In comparison, algo-
rithms local-crb and local-dist can improve the success rate of responses significantly
(Fig. 3.15b).
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Device-free Localization using Passive
RFID
Although the Global Positioning System (GPS) has been accepted as a localization sys-
tem for outdoor environments, its capabilities are very limited indoors since the satel-
lite signals are typically strongly attenuated by walls and ceilings and, consequently,
reception is limited inside buildings. However, especially localization of objects and
persons plays an important role in intelligent environments. As illustrated in Sec. 1,
location of users and devices are fundamental for these systems to provide assistance.
Caring for the elderly constitutes another important potential application of intelligent
environment which raises different requirements. Typically, intelligent systems, which
are to provide assistance to elderly people, have to take explicitly into account that
users might not “cooperate” with the system in the sense that they can forget to equip
themselves with required devices or sensors. Consequently, a localization system is an-
ticipated which does not or only weakly rely on user carried devices or sensors, which
can provide sufficiently accurate estimates of the user’s locations and which has very
small installation and maintenance cost.
The main challenge for wireless localization systems is to provide accurate loca-
tions despite disturbances on the radio channel. Since the methods typically rely on
measuring properties of radio propagation, the presence of obstacles in the vicinity of
a radio link is known to influence the RSS on that link. Typically, these changes are re-
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.1: The new approach presented in this chapter tracks back the changes of RSS caused
by humans in the vicinity of radio links. The accuracy of the approach depends on the density
of radio links: In 4.1b, the user can only be localized to somewhere within the grayed area on
the left. In 4.1a, the user can be localized accurately due to its impact on two overlapping radio
links.
garded as non-deterministic impact factor. The reason for this is that the environment’s
influence typically can neither be predicted offline, due to the many different objects
that surround us, nor online as the density of radio links in conventional LPS is too
small. Therefore, if there exist a feasible way to “sample” the space around an obsta-
cle with sufficient frequency, meaning to establish multiple, partly overlapping radio
links, and to be able to detect influenced links, it seems possible to narrow down the
geographic location of the object by determining the overlapping area of some neigh-
borhood of the affected links (see figure 4.1). As introduced in the introduction1, this
approach to localization is referred to as Device-Free Localization (DFL). Summariz-
ing, in order to enable DFL, a technology needs to be found which communicates over
radio, is able to measure RSS of radio links and with which a multitude of physically ad-
jacent radio links can be established without requiring too much effort regarding cost,
1see Sec. 1 on p. 10
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(a) Conventional LPS. (b) Passive RFID.
Figure 4.2: Passive RFID enables inexpensive deployment of a dense field of radio links. (
denotes passive RFID tag, denotes a sensor).
installation and maintenance. In addition, as one of the important often cited properties
of intelligent environments is that they “weave themselves into the fabric of everyday
life”, its parts should be physically, referring to its size, and visually not too attention-
attracting2.
The proliferation of Automated IDentification technology (AutoID) in the past cen-
turies has resulted in the RFID technology. As illustrated in Sec. 1.2, this technology
has several of the aforementioned properties. First, these systems communicate wire-
less and RSSI is often made available through the software API of the reader. Secondly,
since the small and inexpensive passive tags are powered remotely by the reader, their
size is very small and they can be attached to many objects and surfaces. Typically,
UHF tags are about 10cm× 1.5cm and thin as paper. Consequently, realization of a
large number of radio links using passive RFID is facilitated while deployment of pas-
sive tags incurs only small cost (see figure 4.2b).
In the light of these considerations, this chapter investigates a localization method
for coarsely populated environments which utilizes the change of RSS in a passive RFID
2Comment of Marc Weiser [3].
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Figure 4.3: Overview on DFL which uses measurements of RSS to obtain an estimate θ˜ of the
user location without requiring the user to carry localization devices. The approach is based on
a model relating user location and change of RSS Δs.
system to track the changes back to their origin which is regarded as the sought loca-
tion. Figure 4.3 provides an overview on the approach. Online measurements of RSS
are compared with static measurements that were conducted without user presence. The
difference signal Δs is input to an estimator of location that utilizes a specific model
of the relation between user location θ and Δs. It is noted that once the RFID system
is installed, training measurements are carried out in a fully automated manner which
does not require human interaction as is the case with conventional radio-map based
localization algorithms [49]. Other key advantages are that 1) the accuracy of location
estimates scales with the number of inexpensive passive tags, 2) the system does not
require the user to be equipped with sensors and 3) provided the RFID-reader has fixed
power supplies, the system has very small maintenance cost since, compared to con-
ventional localization systems, tags are passive and do not need to be resupplied with
batteries. Furthermore, the developed localization techniques yield sufficient accuracy
to support many applications within intelligent environments.
The chapter is structured as follows. Sec. 4.1 focuses on recent applications of RFID
systems and investigates the state-of-the-art regarding localization with passive RFID.
Sections 4.2 and 4.3 investigate measurements conducted in a simplified scenario, de-
velop the analytical observation model and derive localization techniques. Sec. 4.4
considers a larger deployment and focuses on statistical analysis of measurements and
estimating the location of a stationary user. Before Sec. 4.6 summarizes the chapter,
Sec. 4.5 investigates using computer simulations the applicability of RBEs to tracking
the location of a mobile user.
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4.1 Survey of Applications of RFID to Smart Environ-
ments
Due to its interesting properties, RFID has been used in many research projects con-
sidering pervasive and ubiquitous computing. This section presents the state-of-the-art
of localization using RFID. The objective is to provide a solid basis to compare and
evaluate the new approach.
The wide range of possible applications of RFID spans from logistics, asset and
supply chain management over distributed information, guidance and navigation sys-
tems to health care applications and assisted living. Applications typically benefit from
the small size, the inexpensiveness and low maintenance cost associated with RFID.
Although this section aims at providing an overview, the scope of the survey is limited
to applications related to ubiquitous environments and pervasive computing as to focus
on the topics which are most related to the topic of this thesis. Therefore, determin-
ing and tracking of location of persons is the main focus. A recent survey on indoor
localization can be found in [8, 49].
Liu, Corner and Shenoy investigated a prototype called Ferret which utilizes pas-
sive RFID-tags [85]. Ferret considers localization of nomadic objects and utilizes the
directionality of RFID-readers. The idea is to exploit different poses of the reader to nar-
row the object location down. Ferret also utilizes a bistatic passive RFID-system similar
to the one considered in the thesis. The Smart Watch prototype developed by Borriello
et al. is a system that generates reminders for lost objects that have been tagged with
passive RFID tags [15]. It utilizes stationary RFID readers that scan their environment
and report the tagged objects using short-range broadcasts. These reports are input to
the user’s personal server which determines whether a reminder should be send.
While reminding users of important objects already provides some kind of ambient
assistance, the research field of assisted living takes another step and considers support-
ing people in need of assistance in their everyday life. In particular, several approaches
aim at supporting people with visual impairment and help them to navigate in unknown
environments. For example, Kulyukin et al. investigate a robot-assisted guidance sys-
tem. The robot is equipped with an RFID reader and the environment is augmented
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with passive RFID tags [43]. Tag readings are used to create a virtual potential field
which virtually repulses the robot away from tagged obstacles and attracts it towards
the target location.
Willis and Helal consider a self-describing, localized information system which
consists of a grid of passive RFID tags [83]. Tags are programmed upon installation
with their geographical coordinates and a description of their surrounding. The authors
adopt the Smart Floor [59] for establishing the RFID infrastructure and integrated RFID
readers in the user’s shoes which are connected to a PDA via Bluetooth. On the PDA
runs a software which interprets the data from the RFID reader and issues voice outputs
to inform the user about its location.When pointing with one shoe in a specific direction
the system is also able to provide directional information.
In [7], Amemiya et al. present a prototype implementation of a navigation system
for deaf-blind people. The approach comprises a localization system consisting of ac-
tive RFID tags integrated in the floor, a tactile feedback system and a user worn bag
pack containing a computer and RFID reader devices. The basic idea is that the user
location at time t can be calculated as the centroid of RFID tags currently in range of
the reader.
Besides applications that explicitly focus on supporting the user in an intelligent
environment, other approaches simply focus on determining the location of users in
indoor environments. One biometric approach is proposed by Orr et al. [59]. Within
the Smart Floor Project, they consider using a grid of pressure sensors embedded in
the floor to track and identify users. One distinguishing feature of the approach is that,
similar to the approach presented in this chapter, the user does not need to carry de-
vices dedicated to localization. Users are identified by matching the measured pressure
profile to training data. This way a success rate of 93% is achieved regarding user iden-
tification. One drawback is that in order to enable the full detection accuracy, users
need to step exactly on the presure sensors which is unrealistic in practice. Further-
more, since localization is based on proximity, the spacing between pressure sensors
is critical to the location accuracy. In order to improve the resolution more sensors can
be employed, however, with substantial additional cost since sensors are active, need
to be connected with wires and are expensive compared with passive RFID tags.
Vorst et al. investigate in [80] localization of mobile devices like robots and
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also persons in indoor environments. They consider three different radio technologies
namely passive RFID, BlueTooth and WLAN. Each technology provides distinct mea-
surements with different characteristics. The objective is to characterize the perfor-
mance of the three technologies by tracking the position of a mobile robot. The authors
show that in an experimental setting consisting of a mobile robot equipped with Blue-
Tooth, RFID reader antennas and WLAN card can be localized accurately using RFID
and BlueTooth while WLAN provides relatively coarse location information, however,
with extended coverage. The approach’s drawback is that the models for RFID need
to be trained and have to be obtained a-priori. Furthermore, the robot itself carries the
relatively large RFID antennas putting a high physical burden on the mobile object
whereby it is not expected that these antennas will become significantly smaller in the
future without decreasing their range.
Infineon financed the development of a localization prototype for tracking objects
in an industrial waver production facility. Within this project, Thiesse et al. developed a
localization system that utilizes active RFID and ultrasonic emitters to track and identify
waver boxes [78]. The aim was to make the whole production cycle more transparent
and provide a basis for optimizing lead times etc. The approach exploits the special
topology of the production facility which consists mainly of long, narrow corridors.
Specifically, a simplified lateration procedure was proposed that described the loca-
tion as corridor X and a distance to one of the corridor ends rather than using metric
coordinates. An accuracy of location estimates of 30cm is reported.
Ni et al. propose Landmarc, a localization system that is based on stationary RFID
readers and uses active tags. The purpose of active tags is twofold. First, several tags are
attached to reference locations and their RSSI profile serves the readers as “landmarcs”.
The object to be tracked is also equipped with an active tag. The RSSI profile of the
object tag is compared with that of the reference tags. The estimated location of the
object is calculated as the centroid of the reference tags whose RSSI profile are most
similar to the measurement. Basically, the use of reference tags aims at mitigating
the impact of anisotropic radio propagation which is caused by obstacles, non-ideal
antenna patterns etc. However, since the tags are active the approach is limited in the
sense that maintenance cost limits the maximum number of references.
The previously reviewed approaches, except [59], have in common that the user
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needs to be equipped with a communication device in order to enable localization.
However, the proliferation of small and cost-effective miniaturized transmitter have
fostered the idea to utilize the impact of the human body on radio communications for
localization. Specifically, the commonly understood adverse effect of human presence
to occlude the LOS of radio links and impact severely link quality, can be used to back-
track the information about which link is affected to localize the user. In the following,
the state-of-the-art regarding the application of DFL is reviewed.
All previous works on exploiting the human impact on radio links for localization,
i.e. radio tomographic imaging, considered wireless sensor motes [36, 40, 41, 61, 87–
89]. Wireless sensor motes were the first technology to enable cost-effective and flexi-
ble establishment of radio links in numbers large enough to achieve feasible accuracy
of DFL. Zhang et al. deployed a grid of ceiling mounted sensor motes and proposed
to use the absolute change of RSSI to detect the passing of a human [89]. The authors
report on the performance of their method in a 12m× 9m deployment of 16 ceiling
mounted sensors. Their method achieved 3m localization error in 95% of test posi-
tions. In a later work, the authors improved localization accuracy to 2m and reported
on the ability to distinguish between multiple targets, however, without quantitive per-
formance analysis.
Youssef et al. investigated the detection of changes and tracking of persons us-
ing the associated change of RSSI [87]. Regarding detection, they propose to use the
moving average of RSSI or its variance whereby the use of variance yields increased
success rate. Furthermore, they investigate tracking of a single person using an offline
measured passive radio map. Basically, this map associates a change of RSSI with a
specific location of the person.
Patwari and Agrawal coined the term radio tomographic imaging and reported on
the similarity between tomographic imaging in medicine and other sciences and the
impact of obstacles on radio links. In analogy to tomographic reconstruction, they
consider the space between transmitter and receiver as a loss-field. In light of these
considerations, they regard the attenuation of a radio link between any two points as
given by a simple line integral over the loss field. Figure 4.4 illustrates the situation
for one transmitter and two receivers. In this case, the presence of an obstacle for radio
communications is represented by high values of the loss field at the corresponding
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Figure 4.4: Referring to radio tomographic imaging, the attenuation on radio links can be
modeled as line integrals over a spatial loss field. This model can be used to estimate the user
location by detecting occluded radio links.
geographic locations. The attenuation a on the two links from Tx to either Rx1 or Rx2
is given by line integrals of the form a ∝
∫ zrx
ztx1 ploss(y)dy whereby zrx represents either
the location of Rx1 or Rx2. Consequently, their approach is to estimate the loss field
from measurements of RSSI and consider peaks of the loss field as target locations. The
strength of their approach lies in the opportunity to apply existing techniques from the
mature field of tomographic imaging to the new application domain.
As a first approach they showed in [61] that DFL is possible using a weighted lin-
ear least squares estimator. Furthermore, they published a video demonstrating the ca-
pability of their approach to track a person in a narrow area [62]. The coverage of
the proposed method is, however, limited by the wireless range of the sensor motes
whereas the accuracy scales according to the number of sensors. Since Patwari et al.
utilize a linear estimator for non-linear3 measurements, their approach is suboptimal.
Furthermore, the application of their method is constrained by the physical size of the
sensors. In order to achieve localization accuracy of less than one meter, one had to
use a large number of sensors. Attaching sensors in such quantities in intelligent envi-
ronments may distract the user visually or is merely not cost-efficient enough due to
maintenance of the battery-powered sensors. Possible applications are to determine the
location of sniper or hostages by police men. Also the technique can be used by first
3See Sec. 4.2 for detailed explanation.
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responders looking for signs of life in buildings which are too dangerous to enter since
the method’s ad-hoc nature makes it especially applicable in these scenarios.
The method of Patwari et al. is further refined by Kanso and Rabbat [36]. They
recognize that the measurements are sparse in situations where only few targets move
in the deployment area which is the case during night times. They propose to use a
variation of the weighted least squares estimator of [61] which they refer to as com-
pressed RF tomography. Compressed RF tomography accounts for the sparsity of the
measured RSSI signals and the authors propose centralized and decentralized versions
of their algorithm.
Another approach which does not rely on user carried devices is to use the Infrared
Radiation (IR) emanated by warm objects and also mammals and humans. Kemper and
Linde investigate in [40, 41] the challenges and performance of this approach for lo-
calization. They installed three infrared sensor in the corners of a 5m× 4.7m room
and report a maximum localization accuracy of 80cm. A drawback of the approach, as
pointed out by the authors, is that the accuracy of IR localization is subject to several
error sources. Some of the error sources are similar to the phenomena rendering indoor
radio localization challenging. For example, IR can be reflected by metallic surfaces
and is also subject to occlusion and background noise. However, the major drawback
is that the IR signals are of rather limited usefulness for communications, two different
technologies have to be implemented on the measurement device to enable sensing and
communication. This makes application of the approach in WSN and smart environ-
ments difficult due to cost of installation and since the sensors constitutes specialized
hardware and no Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) products. A related approach is
considered by Zhang et al. in [90].
Currently, the field of radio tomographic imaging, device- or transceiver-free lo-
calization, which refer to the exploitation of the same phenomenon to localize users,
has attracted soaring research interest. Many of the presented works were published in
2008 / 2009.
The new approach presented in this chapter distinguishes itself from previous ones
as it uses passive RFID to establish the large number of radio links in a cost-efficient
and unobtrusive way. Furthermore, two novel estimators for the target location are
proposed which are based on the newly developed analytical model of the impact of
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the target’s location on RSSI. In particular, the high accuracy of the model is the basis
for the high accuracy of estimated locations and also enables tracking techniques like
the EKF and PF. In the following, the works reviewed so far are compared regarding the
following properties: tag and measurement type, whether they belong to DFL, lifetime,
unobtrusiveness and whether they build on an accurate model of measurements. The
figure of merits are explained in the following.
Type of measurements Does the approach utilize delay, phase and/or the strength
decay of radio signals? Typically, radio localization exploits that characteristics of radio
waves change while waves propagate through space. Furthermore, since radio waves
propagate with a finite velocity, the delay between emitting and receiving radio waves
can be used as an indicator of the distance between emitter and receiver.
Device-Free Localization Is it necessary to equip the target with devices to enable
localization? While facilitating measurements, carrying radio tags imposes a further
requirement the target has to adhere to. Therefore, approaches which do not require the
target to carry such tags, so called device-free approaches, are attractive. It is noted that
DFL does not rely on user carried tags but instead, the tags might rather be deployed in
the environment.
Type of tags Are passive or active tags used? While active radio tags are equipped
with batteries, passive tags solely use impinging radio energy for operation. Although
active tags are more robust and long-range communication, passive tags have advan-
tages in applications emphasizing low maintenance cost and long-term, unattended op-
erations.
Lifetime The devices assumed by the algorithms are either battery-powered and have
limited lifetime whereas those using fixed power supply have unlimited lifetime. Pas-
sive RFID-systems constitute a hybrid approach as the majority of sensors in these
systems are passive and only the reader device needs fixed power supplies.
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Unobtrusiveness The scale of the sensors that need to be deployed in the environ-
ment determines how aware the users will be of the system and its components. Al-
though wireless sensors like the Mica2 mote have benefited from the ongoing minia-
turization of MEMS, they appear large when compared with passive RFID tags that
often are only 10cm× 1cm large and thin as paper. The few RFID antennas can be
easily incorporated in the environment, e.g. in the ceiling. In contrast incorporating a
large number of COTS wireless sensor motes in the environment is considerably more
difficult today in terms of maintenance, power supply etc.
Model-driven Model-driven approaches assume analytical relations between mea-
surements and locations of objects and users to be localized which can be used to
predict measurements. The strength of these algorithms is that they potentially yield
highly accurate location estimates in case the model describes measurements correctly.
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Figure 4.5: Set-up of measurements. The test person moves stepwise in the indicated direction
while the RFID reader measures the RSSI of the radio link to the passive tag.
4.2 Initial Observations Using a Passive RFID-System
Having surveyed the state-of-the-art, this section focuses on the main idea of the novel
localization approach. First, the results of an experiment conducted with a passive RFID
system are analyzed and used as empirical evidence for the feasibility of the approach.
Secondly, an analytical model of the empirical findings is derived which will be the
basis for the subsequent sections. Finally, the parameters of the model are discussed.
4.2.1 Set-up and Procedure of Measurements
The main objective of the experiment is to provide evidence for the impact of a hu-
man on radio links of a bistatic, passive RFID system. For this purpose, a simple
scenario was investigated which consisted of an RFID reader with one pair of trans-
mitting and receiving antennas and one passive RFID tag. The measurements were
conducted in a 8.15m× 6m rectangular room4. The circular polarized antennas are
situated at coordinates (0,0) and (3.5,0) at a height of 1.8m. One RFID-tag is attached
to the carpet at coordinates (1.75,0) and its long axis parallel to the line connecting
4The room is located in the Institute of AppliedMicroelectronics and Computer Engineering
in Rostock-Warnemünde and numbered 1227 in house 1.
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Figure 4.6: RSSI over time as measured by the deployment of Fig. 4.5. The spikes indicate the
times when the test person moved forward.
the antennas (Fig. 4.5). There are Na = 1 antenna pairs, Nt = 1 tags and, consequently,
Nmeas = NaNt = 1 radio links.
At the beginning of measurements, the test person was situated at (0.865,−1.45).
The measurement procedure was divided into time slots of 20 seconds. At the begin-
ning of each time slot, the test person moved 0.05 meter in the positive y-direction
which took no more than 5 seconds. After having moved, the test person remained sta-
tionary until the end of the time slot and continued moving in the next time slot. The
RSSI is continuously measured by the RFID-reader which includes both stationary and
movement phases. During the measurements, it was ensured that any objects other than
the test person in the vicinity of communication links were stationary.
Analysis of Measurements
The stationary and movement phases of the test person are clearly indicated by spikes
in the RSSI vs. t plot (Fig. 4.6). However, the average of RSSI measured in the sta-
tionary phase show are strongly affected if the test person is close to the LOS of the
radio link, e.g. y≈ 0m, (Fig. 4.7). Outside this zone, however, the plot shows an oscil-
lating behavior as RSSI is attenuated and amplified in turns. The results show that the
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Figure 4.7: RSSI versus user location. The shaded area depicts the inner 90% quartile of mea-
surements indicating their spread. (Initial measurements t < 130s and measurements during
movements are omitted).
RSSI depends on the test person’s location and is a combination of deterministic effects
and random errors. Judging from the shape of the curve, the RSSI is a non-linear, non-
injective function f of the user location. Due to the non-injectiveness, the mapping of
RSSI to location is ambiguous as one RSSI value can be measured at multiple locations.
Due to this property, it is not possible to unambiguously determine the person’s loca-
tion given an RSSI measurement on a single radio link. In particular, there are many
locations that could potentially cause such a measurement.
To enable localization based on the above findings further investigations are needed.
As a first step, Sec. 4.2.2 characterizes the functional dependence of RSSI on the target
location in more detail.
4.2.2 Derivation of Observation Model
In this section, the measurements of Sec. 4.2.1 are regarded as the result of the superpo-
sition of radio waves. First, a model of the radio signals in the considered RFID-system
is introduced. Then, the model is used to calculate the theoretical change of received
signal strength at the receiver given the location of a person causing radio scatter.
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Figure 4.8: Humans contribute to the fluctuations on the RFID-link and lead to attenuation
and amplification according to the phase difference of direct and reflected radio waves at the
receiving antenna.
The RFID system operates in the 868MHz Industrial, Scientific, and Medical fre-
quency band (ISM) and transmissions allocate a bandwidth of 200kHz. In such systems,
the bandwidth is small compared with the carrier frequency. Since the current investi-
gations focus on RSS, it is reasonable to approximate such radio signals as pure tones.
On this basis, a typical radio signal can be described by its carrier (4.1).
A= Ae jω(t−d/c) (4.1)
Whereby c is the propagation speed of the signal, d the distance covered by the signal,
ω = 2πc/λ and λ is the wave length. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that the
initial phase of the signal equals zero.
In the following, the terms transmitter and receiver refer to the corresponding de-
vices of the forward and reverse link of a bistatic RFID system as illustrated in Fig. 4.8.
Transmitter denotes either transmitting antenna or tag depending on whether forward
or reverse link is considered. Similarly, receiver either refers to the tag on the forward
or to the receiving antenna on the reverse link. Furthermore, the path length of indirect
and direct radio signals are indicated by subfixes ( ·)nlos and ( ·)los.
The reference signal Alos reaches the receiver on the direct path, hence, the re-
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ceiver observes Alos = Alos e jω(t−dlos/c). It is further assumed that a person is present
in the vicinity of the line segment between transmitting and receiving antenna and re-
flects significant part of the radio energy. Therefore, a second signal Anlos with same
frequency but different energy |Anlos|2 and phase interferes at the receiver Anlos =
Anlos e j(ω(t−dnlos/c)+φrefl).
The signal energy, i.e. RSS s= |A|2 = AA∗, at the receiver can be formulated as the
sum of the radio waves from the scattering object and from the transmitter:
A= Alos+Anlos (4.2a)
= Alose j(ω(t+dlos/c)) +Anlose j(ω(t+dnlos/c))e jφrefl (4.2b)
s=
(
Alose j(ω(t+dlos/c)) +Anlose j(ω(t+dnlos/c)+φrefl)
)
·
(
Alose− j(ω(t+dlos/c)) +Anlose− j(ω(t+dnlos/c)+φrefl)
)
(4.2c)
= A2los+A
2
nlos+2AlosAnlos
[
e− j
(
ω
dnlos−dlos
c +φrefl
)
+ e j
(
ω
dnlos−dlos
c +φrefl
)]
(4.2d)
= A2los+A
2
nlos+4AlosAnlos cos
(
2π
λ dexc+φrefl
)
(4.2e)
Here, ( ·)∗ denotes complex conjugation, φrefl the phase shift due to reflection, ( ·)
a complex variable. The parameter dexc,, called Excess Path Length (EPL), has been
introduced which is important as it determines whether signals add constructively or
destructively.
dexc = dnlos−dlos (4.3)
To characterize the change of signal energy Δs, (4.2) is reformulated by subtracting the
LOS signal energy:
Δs= s−|Alos|2
≈ 4AlosAnlos cos
(
2π
λ dexc+φrefl
)
Alos  Anlos (4.4)
Equation (4.4) can be used to predict the change of RSS given the amplitudes of LOS
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Figure 4.9: RSSI in dB vs. EPL dexc. The blue line denotes the average of measurements and the
red line the results provided by fitting the model (4.5). The parameters of the fit are A = 0.34,
B=−0.68, λ = 0.39m and φrefl = 2.18.
andNon-Line-of-Sight (NLOS) signals, the wave length λ , EPL dexc and phase offset due
to scattering φrefl on forward and reverse links. It is noted that the amplitude of radio
waves dissipates with distance and, therefore, the signal energy at the receiver does not
only depend on the EPL but also on the absolute distances between the antennas and
the obstacle. The amplitude 4AlosAnlos of the superimposed radio wave is dominating
by its smallest factor which is the amplitude of the indirect path Anlos. Therefore, it
is assumed that the amplitude of the superimposed radio signal for a given radio link
obeys the power-law concerning the EPL which yields using (4.4) and parameters A, B,
λ and φrefl.
Δs≈ AdBexc cos
(
2π
λ dexc+φrefl
)
(4.5)
Fitting the model (4.5) to the measurements presented in Sec. 4.2.1 in the least-squares
error sense yields very good approximation (Fig. 4.9). It is noted that only the reverse
link was considered for the fitting since the test person’s influence on the forward link
was assumed to be insignificant due to the large distance (Fig. 4.5).
It is noted that in general there will be more than one excess path. In this case, (4.4)
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can be reformulated to accommodate for the interference between each pair of imping-
ing signals.
Δs≈
M
∑
i=1
M
∑
j>i
4AiA j cos
(
2π
λ dexc,i,j+φrefl,i,j
)
(4.6)
Where A1 denotes the LOS component,M denotes the total number of significant prop-
agation paths and A1  Ai (i > 1). However, signals which undergo multiple reflec-
tions are most often too weak to be significant. Consequently, the simplified model
of (4.5) is assumed and used in the remainder of the thesis.
4.3 Localization Techniques
In the following, two different approaches are followed to apply the findings of
Sec. 4.2.2 to DFL. The first approach builds on the non-linear observation model which
relates the user location to an predicted change of RSSI. A grid-based approach is uti-
lized since the characteristics of the observation model (4.5) prevent an analytical cal-
culation of the user location. The measurements are compared with the predictions
calculated by the observation model assuming the user resides at a specific grid-point.
The estimated location is regarded as the grid-point whose prediction best matches the
measurements in the MLE sense.
The second approach is motivated by the observation that the largest change of RSS
occurs whenever the user is very close to the LOS of a radio link. Therefore, points
where strongly affected links intersect concentrate in the vicinity of the user. Based
on these considerations, an estimator is developed which calculates the estimated user
location as the centroid of the intersections of strongly affected links.
To facilitate the following investigations, several notations are introduced.
Nt and Na denote the total number of RFID tags and the number of an-
tennas used for the experiments, respectively. The elements of the vector
Δs˜ = [Δs˜1,1, . . . ,Δs˜1,Nt,Δs˜2,Nt, . . . ,Δs˜i, j, . . . ,Δs˜Na,Nt]T denote the stacked measurements
on the radio link corresponding to i-th antenna pair and j-th tag. The vector Δs
has identical structure but its elements are given by the predicted change of RSSI
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Δsi, j on a link. Each link corresponding to an element of Δs˜ is identified by an
index l = 1, . . . ,Nmeas. In total there are Nmeas = NaNt measurements. The set of all
links is denoted by L = {l : l = 1, . . . ,Nmeas}. Consequently, the measurements
which satisfy a specific condition, e.g. Δs˜ > X , can be referred to as the set
{Δs˜l : Δs˜l > X , l ∈ L}.
4.3.1 Maximum Likelihood Estimation
The Maximum Likelihood Estimator has been applied to problems in a large range of
sciences. The method draws its popularity from the fact that it often allows to imple-
ment practical estimators in even complicated problems where the minimum variance
estimator can not be found [39]. The method is based on the PDF p of a sequence of
measurements and utilizes the dependence of p on the sought parameter. In the con-
sidered case, p is the PDF of measurement Δs˜ on a specific radio link and the user
location θ is its parameter. To characterize p further, an additive, white Gaussian error
model of measurements is proposed and validated in Sec. 4.4.3. Stacking the Nmeas
measurements on all radio links yields the error model in vector form (4.7).
Δs˜ = Δs(θ )+n (4.7)
ni ∝ N(0,σ2Δs) i= 1, . . . ,Nmeas (4.8)
Basically, the model suggests that measurements satisfy a Gaussian distribution with
mean given by the theoretical change of RSS Δs and variance σ2Δs. To facilitate the fol-
lowing presentations, the dependence of the elements of Δs on θ are omitted wherever
the context allows for it.
Concerning the current localization problem, the location θ˜ of the user is sought
which best fits the measurements Δs˜. In other words, the PDF p(Δs˜;θ ) of measurements
is regarded as a function of the true user location θ as indicated by (4.7).
p(Δs˜;θ ) = 1
(
√
2πσΔs)Nmeas
Nmeas∏
i=1
exp
(
−(Δs˜i−Δsi)
2
2σ2Δs
)
(4.9)
Then the steps to determine the MLE are: 1) Calculate the negative log-likelihood
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function
l(Δs˜;θ ) =− log(p(Δs˜;θ )) (4.10a)
= Nmeas log
(√
2πσΔs
)
+
Nmeas∑
i=1
(Δs˜i−Δsi)2
2σ2Δs
(4.10b)
2) Determine θ˜ as the point for which l(Δs˜;θ = θ˜ ) has a global minimum using a
suitable optimization algorithm (in the work, gradient decent was used).
θ˜mle = arg min
θ∈R2
l(Δs˜;θ ) (4.11)
The location θ˜ is regarded as the most likely user location since the predictions Δsi have
smallest deviation from measurements. It is noted that the current approach assumes
that elements of Δs and noise are uncorrelated. Since some radio links are geograph-
ically close to each other, correlation is, however, likely. Therefore, incorporation of
correlation properties might improve estimation.
Furthermore, measurements analyzed in Sec. 4.4 show that the variance in (4.7)
depend on EPL. Consequently, incorporating this dependence in the estimator improves
the performance as is shown in the same section along with the model of σ2Δs.
4.3.2 Centroid of Intersection Points (CIP)
Since the MLE of Sec. 4.3.1 is computationally complex, this section investigates an
estimator which trades accuracy for less complex calculations of estimates. The idea
is to consider the Intersection Points (IPs) of links as potential locations of the user
and find their weighted centroid. In short, the estimator discards insignificant links by
applying a threshold, calculates the IPs of specific pairs of forward and reverse links
and calculates the user location as the weighted centroid of IPs.
Before going into the details, the formulation of radio links as line equations is con-
sidered. The LOS of radio links can be formulated as line equations of the formAθ =b.
The dimensionality of the problem is reduced to 2D because height information is not
necessary, however, can be obtained by the approach. To increase the reliability of the
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Figure 4.10: Principle of CIP localization. First, insignificant links, i.e. links unaffected by user,
are discarded. Second, pairs of forward and reverse links are considered to calculate their IP.
Only pairs of links are considered that do not belong to the same combination of transmit-
ting and receiving antenna and RFID-tag. IPs are weighted using the minimum change of RSSI
measured on the corresponding radio links. The estimated user location is the centroid of the
weighted IPs.
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Table 4.2: Calculation of IPs and corresponding weights.
1 procedure [θip,w] Ca l c u l a t e I P s
2 k← 1
3 f o r i= 1 to |Sf|
4 f o r j = 1 to |Sr|
5 i f ui = vi
6 c o n t i n u e
7 end
8 A←
[
αui βui
αv j βv j
]
9 b← [γui ,γv j ]T
10 {θ ip}k ← (ATA)−1ATb
11 {wip}k ←min(
∣∣Δs˜ui ∣∣ , ∣∣∣Δs˜v j ∣∣∣)
12 k← k+1
13 end
14 end
15 end procedure
estimator, only strongly affected links are considered which are denoted significant in
the following. To be regarded as a significant link, the absolute change of RSSI needs to
exceed thresholds Tf and Tr on forward and reverse links, respectively. The thresholds
are derived in Sec. 4.4.2.
On this basis, the set of significant forward and reverse links are Sf = {l : l ∈
L, |Δs˜l| > Tf} and Sr = {l : l ∈ L, |Δs˜l| > Tr}. To identify the index of significant
links, the following vectors are introduced: The vectors u = [u1, . . . ,u|Sf|]
T (ui ∈ Sf)
and v = [v1, . . . ,v|Sr|]
T (vi ∈ Sr) denote the indexes of forward and reverse links, respec-
tively. Consequently, Δs˜ui denotes the change of RSS on the i-th significant forward
link. The IPs are the intersection points of forward and reverse links. Since the IPs of
forward and reverse link of the same combination of antenna pair and tag is always
located at the tag, these combinations are discarded when calculating IPs. The IPs can
be calculated by LLS as illustrated in pseudocode in Table 4.2.
Finally, the estimated location of the user θ˜ cip is calculated as weighted centroid of
IPs with weighting wip corresponding to vector of the largest absolute value of Δs˜ on
the considered pairs of links.
θ˜ cip =
1
∑i {wip}i∑i {wip}i{θ ip}i (4.12)
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4.4 Estimating the Location of Stationary Users
In this section, a deployment of multiple passive RFID tags is considered. Keeping
in mind the preliminary findings of Sec. 4.2, measurements of RSS are analyzed and
investigated to determine the user location using the localization techniques developed
in Sec. 4.3. Sec. 4.4.1 describes the measurement set-up and procedure. Before results
of localization are presented in Sec. 4.4.3, a detailed analysis of measurements is given
in Sec. 4.4.2.
4.4.1 Set-up and Procedure of Measurements
The measurement system consists of an RFID-reader operating on ISM 868 MHz fre-
quency band and four antennas. Two circular polarized (G = 5.5 dB) and two linearly
polarized (G= 6 dB) antennas are connected to the reader. All locations are relative to
a coordinate system with origin as depicted in Fig. 4.11.
To facilitate the following investigations, several key parameters of the deployment
are introduced: The experiment was conducted in an indoor room. Nt = 69 passive
RFID tags were deployed on the ground in a regular grid of side length 3.6m. The
Na= 4 antennas were situated near the edges of the deployment area at a height of 1.8m
whereby antennas of the same type were at opposite edges. The set-up was situated in
the middle of a 8.15m× 6m room. To reduce the impact of reflection from adjacent
walls, the antennas’ main beam direction was aimed in an angle that all wall reflections
needed to bounce on at least two walls before entering the deployment area.
The host computer was situated approximately 5 meters from the center of the
deployment area. On the host computer ran a custom Java program to configure the
RFID system and to fetch and store the measurement data utilizing the provided API.
For the measurements, only Nap = 6 of the 16 possible antenna pairs are considered
to limit execution time of experiments (see table 4.3). During measurements, the RFID-
system interrogates tags using a single antenna pair at a time and continuously cycles
through all pairs. The parameters of the measurement series were the location and
orientation of a test person (Fig. 4.12). Each measurement comprises three phases:
• 1. Phase: Static measurement of RSS
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Figure 4.11:Measurement set-up of multiple-tag scenario.
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Figure 4.12: Location of tags and test person. Combinations of different subsets Ti i= 1, . . . ,4
of tags are used in the evaluation.
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(a) Phase 1.
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(b) Phase 2.
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(c) Phase 3.
Figure 4.13: Procedure of measurements. Blue triangles and circles denote linear and circular
polarized antennas, green rectangles denote passive RFID tags.
Table 4.3: 2D-locations (x,y) of antennas used as sender-receiver pairs.
ID antenna pair
0 1 2 3 4 5
Tx location [m] (2,0) (2,0) (2,0) (0,−2) (0,−2) (−2,0)
Rx location [m] (0,−2) (−2,0) (0,2) (−2,0) (0,2) (0,2)
• 2. Phase: Test person moves to location
• 3. Phase: Alternating static measurements of RSS and rotation of test person.
The measurements of phases 1, denoted sstatic, and 3, denoted sdynamic, are used to
calculate the measured change of RSS in [dB] using (4.13).
Δs˜= 10log10
sdynamic
sstatic
(4.13)
49 different locations (x,y) of the test person were measured whereby at each
location 8 different orientations α were tested. The range of parameters was
x,y ∈ {−1.2,−0.8,−0.4 . . . ,1.2} meters and α ∈ {0◦,45◦,90◦, . . . ,315◦} respectively.
The orientation α denotes the clockwise angle between the direction of view of the test
person and the x-axis. The timing and anti-collision parameters of the RFID-system
were chosen such that on average 10 RSSI values for each parameter set (location and
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Figure 4.14:Message flow of multi-tag scenario.
orientation) could be acquired. The measurement data was stored on the host computer
and analyzed afterwards. This shows that the communication protocol, standardized
in ISO 18000-65, of the RFID system imposes an increasingly large delay when the
number of tags to be interrogated is increased. This issue presents a lower bound on
the measurement delay which impacts the performance of tracking techniques as will
be elaborated on in Sec. 4.6 on page 121.
It is noted that, finally, the 2D location of the user are estimated since the z-
coordinate, i.e. the height, is of minor importance. This stems from the fact that the
source of the scatter can be at any height of the user. Consequently, the algorithms
work on 2D coordinates if not stated otherwise.
4.4.2 Characterizing the Impact of Humans on RSS
Due to the ambiguity of single link measurements considered in Sec. 4.2, DFL can only
be conducted with reasonable accuracy using multiple radio links. Due to the large
number of radio links in the current set-up, the statistical properties of measurements
are investigated using the concept of histograms. Specifically, the relation between user
5The freely available EPC Gen2 standard was adopted with minor modifications as ISO
18000-6C [4]
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location and measurements is analyzed to investigate the validity of the observation
model (4.5) in deployments with large numbers of RFID-tags.
Analysis of Joint Histogram
In this section, the joint histogram P(Δs˜;dexc) of EPL dexc and the variation of received
signal strength Δs˜ is considered which is a two-dimensional bar plot showing the rela-
tive number of simultaneous occurrences of combinations of the two parameters.
Several quantities6 are needed to calculate EPL dexc. However, since the complexity
of human body prohibits an analytical calculation, a simplified model is applied which
regards the body as a cylinder of radius 0.15 m and height 1.9 m. This way, the path
length of each NLOS path can be determined using simple ray tracing.
It is noted that the variation of RSSI can not be attributed specifically to either for-
ward or reverse link since the system does only support RSSI between transmitting and
receiving antennas. However, an obstacle can theoretically impact either forward or
reverse link. Consequently, the following investigations will distinguish between for-
ward and reverse links by assuming that changes of RSSI were caused by the influence
of the test person on either forward or reverse link which is expressed mathematically
by different values of dexc. The goal of the following analysis is to determine whether
the reverse or the forward link EPL explain the RSS variations best and how the pertur-
bations of measurements can be reduced.
Figure 4.15 (a) and (b) depict P(Δs˜;dexc) for forward and reverse links, respec-
tively. The difference of the two histograms becomes more visible when considering
the shaded plot in the bottom of the two figures. In general, the histogram values con-
centrate in the region {dexc/λ ∈ (0,0.25);Δs˜ ∈ (−3.4,1)}. It is shown that the forward
link shows a wider spread of attenuations than the reverse link especially in the region
0.25≤ dexc/λ ≤ 3. In contrast, the histogram of the reverse link shows a more distinct
relation between the two parameters. Furthermore, the histogram of the reverse link
indicates more frequent and stronger attenuations (black area) than the forward link.
Figure 4.16 shows the two dimensional marginal histogram of Δs˜. It is shown that
human presence causes more attenuation than amplifications since the CDF shows a
6see eq. (4.3) and Fig. 4.8 on p. 95
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(b) Reverse link.
Figure 4.15: Histogram of measured RSS variations on radio links in a bistatic passive RFID
system caused by human presence. The EPL dexc is a measure of the distance between test
person’s location and radio links.
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Figure 4.16: CDF of measured change of RSS.
steeper increase for Δs˜≤−1 dB than for Δs˜≥ 1 dB. Furthermore, 80% of RSSIs are in
the range −1 dB< Δs˜< 1 dB. Considering figures 4.15a and 4.15b, it is observed that
this region has non-zero relative frequencies also for large dexc which makes infering
dexc from Δs˜ difficult.
Infering Excess Path Length from RSSI
Next, the success rate of mapping RSSI variations to an EPL is considered. One way
of doing this, is to use the mutual information I(Δs˜;dexc) (4.14) of the joint histogram.
The mutual information tells us how much knowing one random variable, i.e. Δs˜, re-
duces the uncertainty about a second random variable, i.e. dexc. The higher the mutual
information the more information is contained in a value of RSSI about the EPL and,
therefore, about the location.
I(Δs˜;dexc) = ∑
x∈Δs˜
∑
y∈dexc
P(x,y) log
P(x,y)
p(x)p(y)
(4.14)
Where p( ·) denotes marginal probability. Since measurements are defective, a method
developed by Moddemeijer is used to estimate the mutual information [55]. Since the
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Figure 4.17: The figures depict the probability that a significant change of RSS was caused by
a user close to the LOS of the affected radio link against the threshold (black curves and right
vertical axis). Blue curves corresponding to the left vertical axis depict the mutual information
between measurements and EPL.
joint histogram is strongly concentrated, the investigations focus on dexc < 0.25λ since
the joint histogram is concentrates in this region.
Considering the joint histogram, it is observed that small variation of RSSI, e.g.
|Δs˜| < T , occur for a wide range of EPL which makes inferring dexc from Δs˜ diffi-
cult. Therefore, a threshold T is applied which effectively discards measurements with
|Δs˜| < T . The question is: What is the optimal value of T to infer reliably dexc from
Δs˜?
Two metrics are considered in the following to answer this question. First, the prob-
ability that the user is within the region dexc < 0.25λ given a measurement |Δs˜| > T .
The histograms indicate that this probability can be maximized by choosing the thresh-
olds increasingly high. However, the higher the threshold the less measurements re-
main for analysis. Therefore, the second metric considered is the mutual information
I(Δs˜;dexc) which, if maximized, gives the threshold that maximizes the information
about dexc contained in measurements. These two quantities are depicted in Fig. 4.17
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versus thresholds T for forward and reverse links, respectively. The shaded area around
the mutual information depicts its standard deviation.
It is shown that the probability of correctly mapping Δs˜ to an EPL of dexc/λ < 0.25
proceeds differently for forward and reverse links. Concerning forward links, it almost
constantly grows, whereas it shows a maximum for reverse links. Consequently, choos-
ing T is subject to a tradeoff: On the one hand, it must be assured that enough measure-
ments are available to provide a statistically feasible basis which prefers smaller T . On
the other hand, inferring dexc from Δs˜ is more reliable the larger T is which is tanta-
mount to maximizing P(dexc < 0.25λ | |Δs˜|> T ). The mutual information I(Δs˜;dexc) is
considered to find a good tradeoff between the two extrema.
Comparison of I(Δs˜;dexc) for forward and reverse links reveals that the mutual in-
formation shows a more distinct behavior for reverse links. The mutual information
is maximized using thresholds Tforw = 2.25 dB and Trev = 1.45 dB for forward and
reverse links, respectively. Applying these thresholds reveals that the reverse link con-
tains more than twice the information about dexc compared with the forward link and
is, therefore, slightly more important for localization. Also the probability of correct
mapping is 0.73 for the reverse link versus 0.67 for the forward link in this case. This
indicates that given a specific Δs˜, the EPL can more reliably be determined regarding
the reverse link compared with the forward link.
The reason for these findings is that obstructions and interference on the forward
link are more likely to cause RSSI to fall below the sensitivity of the tag and, thereby,
causing a total loss of connection. As a consequence, the dynamic range of Δs˜ is cut
below a certain level for forward links which can be regarded as quantization reducing
the information contained in the corresponding measurements.
Fitting Measurements to Observation Model
Figure 4.18 depicts the measured RSSI Δs˜ against the EPL dexc of forward and reverse
link, respectively, for the linearly polarized antennas. The shaded area denotes the In-
terquartile Range (IQR)which includes the middle 50% of the sorted data and indicates
the spread of measurements. Only the linearly polarized antennas are considered since
the circular polarization seems to smooth the effect that the investigation focuses on.
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Figure 4.18: The figures show the relation and the approximation using (4.15) and (4.16) be-
tween EPL dexc, median measurements Δs˜ and σΔs. The results apply for linear polarized anten-
nas and are averaged over all orientations of the user.
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Table 4.4: Parameters of fitting the measurements.
Parameter Forward link Reverse link
A 0.025 0.14
B −1.32 −0.79
λ˜ 0.37 0.43
φrefl 3.20 3.25
C 1.29 0.74
D −0.19 −0.20
E 0.00 0.00
It is shown that comparatively large attenuations and large IQR can be associated
with small dexc on the forward link. However, Δs˜ is relatively constant for growing EPLs
indicating that small variations of received power at the tag hardly influence RSSI.
In contrast, the reverse link shows a more characteristic relationship between Δs˜
and dexc. Here, the curve shows a damped oscillation which indicates that reflections
from farther test persons contribute significantly to the interference. This supports the
findings presented in Sec. 4.4.2 that the reverse link contains more information about
the location.
Next, the measurements are fitted to the observation model (4.5) with parameters
A,B, λ˜ and φrefl:
Δs(dexc) = AdBexc cos
(
2π
dexc
λ˜
+φrefl
)
(4.15)
The fitting can be regarded as a minimization of the squared error between Δs(dexc)
and measurements Δs˜. Input to the fitting are the parameters A,B, λ˜ ,φrefl and the true
location of the user which is used to calculated dexc. Starting with an initial set of
parameter values, the values are gradually refined using a gradient descent approach.
Table 4.4 list the final parameters of the two fits. As shown in figure 4.18, the fitted
curves represent a reasonable approximation to the measurements. As illustrated in
table 4.4, the values of λ˜ agree well with the true wave length λ = 0.344m. It is noted
that the determination of the model parameters requires knowledge of the true user
location.
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The IQR in Fig. 4.18 is also dependent on dexc. Especially the forward link shows
a comparably large spread of measurements for small EPL dexc < 0.25λ whereas on
the reverse link IQR is only slightly increased compared to larger EPLs. Consequently,
variance of measurements contain information about the user location and should be
included in the model. A simple function which is monotonically decreasing on the
range of dexc is used for this purpose (4.16).
σΔs(dexc) =CdDexc+E (4.16)
4.4.3 Results and Conclusions
This section evaluates the new approach to indoor localization regarding its accuracy,
scalability, and complexity. It was mentioned in the beginning of this chapter that pas-
sive RFID is well suited to the approach as many radio links can be established easily
and cost-effectively using passive RFID tags. Consequently, the first part of the follow-
ing analysis focuses on the accuracy of estimators, which were developed in Sec. 4.3,
and how their performance and complexity scales with the number of tags. Finally, the
assumption of Gaussian noise made in Sec. 4.3.1 is elaborated on.
Accuracy of Estimators
In the following, the accuracy of estimators developed in Sec. 4.3 is investigated on the
basis of measurements analyzed in Sec. 4.4.2. The MSE is considered as figure of merit
in terms of accuracy. It is calculated over the different orientations of the user (4.17)
δ (θ ) = 1
Nα
Nα∑
i=1
∥∥θ − θ˜ α ,i∥∥2 (4.17)
where θ˜ α ,i denotes the estimated location of either MLE or CIP, as indicated in the
following, for any of the Nα = 8 user orientations α ∈ {0◦,45◦,90◦, . . . ,315◦}. It is
noted that this definition of MSE deviates from (2.11). However, (4.17) is better suited
to evaluate the performance of algorithms as different orientations of the user have
bigger impact on Δs˜ than measurement noise because of the shape of human body.
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Figure 4.19: Performance of algorithms when using different subsets of tags (T1, . . . ,T4) with
|T1| = 16, |T2 ∪ T1| = 25, |T3 ∪ T2 ∪ T1| = 49 and |T4 ∪ T3 ∪ T2 ∪ T1| = 69 tags as depicted in
Fig. 4.12. MLE yields most accurate location estimates for all sets of tags.
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Figure 4.20: Spatial distribution of MSE for MLE averaged over all orientations (tags in T3 ∪
T2 ∪ T1 used). Each dot represents the true location of the test person. The color of the dots
indicate the MSE δ [m2]: (δ ≤ 0.33), (0.33< δ ≤ 0.66) and (0.66< δ ≤ 0.96) .
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MLE In the best configuration (T3∪T2∪T1), MLE achieves in 94% of tested locations
an MSE of δ ≤ 0.36m2 (Fig. 4.19b). The estimator benefits strongly from increasing
the number of tags. In particular, location error of MLE improves by approximately
88% when increasing the number of tags from 16 (T1) to 49 (T3∪T2∪T1). However,
the MSE does not monotonically decrease with the number of tags. Contrariwise, the
location error slightly increases when increasing the number of tags from 49 to 69
(T4∪T3∪T2∪T1).
Considering the spatial distribution of MSE, it is observed that δ ≤ 0.33m2 holds
in large parts of the deployment (Fig. 4.20). However, the estimates of test location
(0,1.2)m are considered an outlier since the adjacent test locations have been estimated
with high accuracy. In contrast thereof, four adjacent test location at (-1.2,-1.2)m,
(-1.2,-0.8)m, (-1.2,-0.4)m and (-0.8,0)m show comparatively large MSE. Generally,
the MSE tends to be larger near the border of the deployment and the observed issue
is most likely the result of a combination of unfavorable effects, i.e. interference of
signals emanated from antenna cables or form the reader device.
It is noted that the algorithm uses 3D coordinates for the calculation of (4.10a)
and integrates over the z−coordinate before searching the minimum of (4.11). This
is necessary since the assumed model is susceptible to even small changes of dis-
tances and, therefore, discarding height information during calculation of EPL would
increase localization error. Furthermore, the computational burden is reduced by com-
puting (4.10a) on a grid of size 20×20×17 in the deployment area.
Considering (4.10a), it is observed that the algorithm’s applicability is subject to
the accuracy of the model and the validity of the Gaussian noise assumption (4.7). Pre-
vious investigations have shown that the model agrees well with measurements 4.18.
Therefore, the Gaussian noise assumption is elaborated on in the following. Figure 4.21
shows the histogram of the error between predictions and measurements Δs˜−Δs. It
is shown that the Gaussian distribution can not explain all data values. However, the
strong central tendency of measurements render the Gaussian distribution a feasible
assumption.
CIP The CIP algorithm is used with the thresholds derived in Sec. 4.4.2 which are
Tf = 2.25dB on forward links and Tr = 1.45dB on reverse links. Consequently, only
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Figure 4.21: Histogram of errors between measurements and prediction vs. theoretical Gaus-
sian distribution.
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measurements |Δs˜| < Tf and |Δs˜| < Tr are considered for forward and reverse links,
respectively. CIP constantly yields a higher MSE compared with MLE and achieves in
the best configuration an MSE of δ ≤ 1.4m in 95%. CIP is able to decrease location
error by 33% when using tags T3∪T2∪T1 instead of T1.
Computational Complexity of Estimators
The two algorithms have different computational complexity. The extensive calcula-
tion of likelihood with the MLE leads to long execution times on the used computers
compared with CIP (Fig. 4.22). In contrast, CIP is less complex and requires 90% to
62% less execution time. It is noted that MLE’s complexity is linear in the number of
tags used whereas that of CIP is superlinear.
4.5 Tracking the Location of Mobile User
In this section, two RBEs which were reviewed in Sec. 2.3.5 are used to continuously
track the location of a mobile user using the DFL approach developed in Sec. 4.4.
The main focus of this section is to investigate the performance of EKF and PF with
target tracking in terms of MSE. In particular, the original Kalman Filter, which is an
optimal estimator for Gaussian noise and linear models, can not be applied since the
observation model is non-linear. Therefore, a major aspect to be investigated in the
following is how the estimators deal with the non-linearity.
4.5.1 Set-up of Computer Simulations
The general simulation set-up consists of four antennas connected to a bistatic RFID
reader, a varying number of passive RFID-tags and a user who moves through the de-
ployment area on a predefined trajectory. The four antennas are situated at a height of
1.8m in the corners of the deployment which is a 10m×10m square area. The tags are
deployed in a regular grid whereby their number is a parameter of the simulations. The
following assumptions are made:
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• Tags and antennas have omnidirectional radiation pattern and all tags can be in-
terrogated by any pair of antennas. For simplicity, only two of the 16 possible
pairs of antennas are considered for measurements. The pairs consist of the an-
tennas at opposite corners.
• Measurements of RSS are subject to additive zero-mean, white Gaussian noise
with constant standard deviation σ = 1dB. Perturbations are assumed to be in-
dependent in time and space dimensions but identically distributed.
• The static RSS is known a-priori, e.g. by means of a short automated measure-
ment without user presence.
• The user moves on an S-shaped trajectory with constant velocity.
• The body of the user is approximated by a cylinder with 0.1m radius and 1.9m
height for the calculation of EPL.
The computer simulations base on the Recursive Bayesian Estimation Library
(ReBEL)7. ReBEL is a toolkit written for the software MatLab [2]. It facilitates state
estimation using various recursive filters by defining generic data structures and inter-
faces to estimator routines. However, functions for observation and process models as
well as movement patterns have to be contributed by the designer. Consequently, the
toolkit has been extended for the current simulations by implementing the observation
model (4.15) and the following models.
θ = [x,y,vx,vy]T state (4.18a)
θ (t) =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 0 T 0
0 1 0 T
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦θ (t−1) +v(t−1) process model (4.18b)
Δs˜(t) = Δs˜(t)forw+Δs˜
(t)
rev+n(t) observation model (4.18c)
7A MatLab toolkit developed by Rudolph van der Merwe and Eric A. Wan and owned by
the School of Science & Engineering, Oregon Health and Science University.
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Table 4.5: Parameters for computer simulations of target tracking.
Parameter Value
Velocity
∥∥[vx,vy]T∥∥ 1.5m/s
Process noise {v}i ∼ N(0,0.012)
Observation noise ni ∼ N(0,1)
Sampling period T = 0.05s
# particles np = 300
Where time-discrete filtering is assumed with sampling period T = 0.05s, t denotes
a specific discrete time step (t ∈ N) and Δs˜(t)forw, Δs˜
(t)
rev denote the change of RSS on
forward and reverse links, respectively. The parameters of simulations are summarized
in table 4.5.
4.5.2 Results and Conclusions
The MSE is used to analyze tracking performance of each estimated locations (x˜, y˜) for
each point of the simulated trajectory. The accuracy of tracking algorithms strongly
depends on the number of tags (Figs. 4.23). Especially, the difference between EKF
and PF become evident when algorithms use only 16 tags. Here, EKF looses track
frequently whereas PF is able to follow the simulated trajectory. Both algorithms benefit
from deploying more tags. However, EKF achieves similar performance for 36 tags
compared with PF using only 16 tags. The reason for this is that PF is better suited to
the non-linear observation model than EKF.
The Particle Filter shows superior tracking performance for all tag numbers. This
is also supported by the cumulative histograms of RMSE in Fig. 4.24. It is shown that
the tracking error of EKF slowly approaches that of PF. In particular, the EKF achieves
only for 36 tags feasible position estimates while the accuracy of the PF only marginally
improves with the number of tags.
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(d) EKF, 16 tags.
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Figure 4.23: MSE tracking error of a)-c) PF and d)-f) EKF. The four antennas are situated at the
corners at (0,0), (0,10), (10,10) and (10,0). Estimated locations are depicted by red crosses, true
locations by solid blue dots.
4.6 Summary
The investigations in this chapter considered DFL using a passive bistatic RFID system.
Motivated by the suitability of passive RFID to DFL, a detailed observation model was
developed which relates the user location to RSSI as measured by the RFID system. The
validity and high accuracy of the model were analyzed using real world measurements
(Sec. 4.2.2).
On this basis, two new estimators of user location were developed which differ in
both accuracy of location estimates and complexity. The MLE shows superior accuracy
while requiring comparatively complex calculations. The technique yielded MSE ≤
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Figure 4.24: Cumulative histogram of tracking error RMSE
√
δ vs. number of tags. Red line
with stars denotes PF and blue lines with circles denote EKF.
0.36m2 in 94% of measurements while requiring 0.20s to calculate an estimate in a
sample 3.6m×3.6m deployment. The CIP algorithm achieved MSE ≤ 1.40m2 at 95%
in the same scenario. However, calculating an estimate requires only 0.04s with CIP,
i.e. 80% less time (Sec. 4.4.3).
Furthermore, computer simulations were conducted to investigate the suitability of
two often used tracking techniques, i.e. EKF and PF, to track the location of a mo-
bile user with the DFL approach. Simulations showed that PF is better suited to the
non-linear observation model than EKF which frequently lost track of the user. Both
tracking techniques benefited from increasing the number of passive tags although the
improvement was smaller with PF because of its already highly accurate estimates. In
summary, this chapter has shown that passive RFID is well suited to DFL since it fa-
cilitates establishment of large numbers of radio links and, therefore, enables highly
accurate localization.
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Conclusion and Future Research
Directions
The thesis considered the localization of users and sensors in smart environments by
processing measurements of RSS. The thesis approached the topic from two different
point of views.
First, in chapter 3, networks of wireless sensors were considered which require rel-
ative locations of sensors for their operation. The thesis contributed to the state-of-the-
art a new measure to characterize the energy efficiency of localization called LogarEEL.
LogarEEL relates the normalized cost of localizing a sensor to its utility to the network
as given by the normalized gain. The measure has the desirable property of being upper
bounded which facilitates comparison of various algorithms for wireless localization.
The second part of the same chapter was dedicated to the Sensor Selection Problem
which considers selection of the most favorable location-aware sensors as anchors for
the localization process to minimize location error and resource consumption. In this
regard, a new distributed algorithm for the SSP, called local-crb, was developed and
analyzed which achieved superior performance in computer simulations while limiting
communication overhead to a minimum. Furthermore, algorithm local-dist, which is an
extension of the existing distance-based sensor selection, was investigated successfully
to further decrease the energy consumption of the selection process. Future work, can
comprise the application of the findings within real-world testbeds. Furthermore, the
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integration of the selection algorithms in existing localization algorithms promises to
be a procreative research topic.
Chapter 4 considered Device-Free Localization which represents an approach to
localize a user or moving object by backtracking their impact on the RSS of radio
links. After extensively discussing the state-of-the-art, new models and methods for
DFL using a passive, bistatic RFID system are developed and investigated in a real
world testbed. In particular, the state-of-the-art was extended by a simple yet accurate
model which relates the user location to changes of RSSI measured on a radio link
and by two techniques to estimate the user location. The investigations showed that
passive RFID is especially suited to DFL since large numbers of radio links can easily
be established with the technology which enables highly accurate location estimates.
The downside of the approach is that the passive tags need to be deployed at known
locations which contributes to the installation effort. However, this disadvantage will
likely be relaxed in the near future since the inexpensive passive tags can easily be
integrated in the environment, e.g. in carpets1. Furthermore, the applicability of the
approach to real-time tracking of mobile users is currently limited by the delay of the
RFID communication protocol. Further research is needed to investigate the different
sources of latency during localization with the RFID system and develop a software
module which finally enables tracking in real-time. In addition, the differentiation be-
tween different users in the coverage area is an open research question. In particular,
from the current point of view, it seems possible to apply interference cancellation
techniques that aim at isolating the contribution of a specific user, for example, by
simply subtracting its influence as given by the observation model or by processing the
baseband signals in the RFID reader. The applicability of such techniques and their per-
formance, in terms of differentiating close by users, can be the task of future research.
1The company Vorwerk presented the first carpet with integrated RFID tags in 2004
(http://www.vorwerk-carpet.com)
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Table A.1: Algorithms of class local-knowledge in pseudo-code. Code is executed at location-
aware sensor si.
Local-crb
16 procedure P r o c e s s L o c a l i z a t i o nR e q u e s t ( d˜i ,{d˜i, j : s j ∈H} , t )
17 % c a l c u l a t e wa i t t ime
18 Twait,i ← t+K ·
(
d˜1,i
rtx
)α
19 Hi ← /0
20 whi l e t rue
21 f lag← 0
22 % upda te s e t o f r e s pond e r s
23 i f {Overhea rd r e s p on s e }
24 Hi ←Hi∪{ c u r r e n t r e s p ond e r s j}
25 end
26 i f |Hi|= 1 then
27 i f 2
√
σ2min(Hi ∪ si)> rtx
28 % qu i t c u r r e n t i t e r a t i o n w i t h o u t r e s pond i ng and t r y aga in n e x t l oop
29 c o n t i n u e
30 end i f
31 e l s e i f |Hi|= 2 then
32 % upda te wa i t t ime
33 Twait,i ← t+ K˜ ·Δσα˜min
34 end i f
35 i f t ≥ Twait,i then
36 % broadca s t r e s pon s e
37 r e spond ( ownAddress , d˜i ,θ i )
38 % e x i t p rocedure
39 re turn
40 end i f
41 end whi l e
42 end procedure
Local-dist
43 procedure P r o c e s s L o c a l i z a t i o nR e q u e s t ( d˜i , t )
44 % c a l c u l a t e wa i t t ime
45 Twait,i ← t+K ·
(
d˜i
rtx
)α
46 whi l e t rue
47 i f t ≥ Twait,i then
48 % broadca s t r e s pon s e
49 r e spond ( ownAddress ,θ i )
50 % e x i t p rocedure
51 re turn
52 end i f
53 end whi l e
54 end procedure
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Proofs
Definition B.1. The Mean-Square Error (MSE) δ of an estimator θ˜ of a 2-dimensional
location θ = [x,y]T is δ = E
(
(x− x˜)2+(y− y˜)2).
Definition B.2. The bias bias
(
θ˜
)
of an estimator θ˜ of a 2-dimensional location is the
Euclidean distance of its expected value and θ , e.g.
bias
(
θ˜
)
=
∥∥E (θ˜ )−θ∥∥ . (B.1)
Definition B.3. The variance var
(
θ˜
)
of an estimator θ˜ of a 2-dimensional location is
the sum of variance of its elements, e.g.
var
(
θ˜
)
= var (x˜)+ var (y˜) (B.2a)
= E
(
(x−E (x))2)+E ((y−E (y))2) (B.2b)
Theorem B.1. The MSE of a vector estimator θ˜ equals var
(
θ˜
)
+bias2
(
θ˜
)
.
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Proof.
E
(
(x− x˜)2+(y− y˜)2)= E (([x˜−E (x˜)]+ [E (x˜)− x])2)
+E
(
([y˜−E (y˜)]+ [E (y˜)− y])2)
= E
(
[x˜−E (x˜)]2+[E (x˜)− x]2+[x˜−E (x˜)][E (x˜)− x])
+E
(
[y˜−E (y˜)]2+[E (y˜)− y]2+[y˜−E (y˜)][E (y˜)− y])
= var (x˜)+bias2 (x˜)+E ([x˜−E (x˜)][E (x˜)− x])
+ var (y˜)+bias2 (y˜)+E ([y˜−E (y˜)][E (y˜)− y])
= var (x˜)+bias2 (x˜)+E
(
x˜E (x˜)− x˜x−E (x˜)2+ xE (x˜)
)
+ var (y˜)+bias2 (y˜)+E
(
y˜E (y˜)− y˜y−E (y˜)2+ yE (y˜)
)
= var (x˜)+bias2 (x˜)+E
(
E (x˜)2−E (x˜)−E (x˜)2+E (x˜)
)
+ var (y˜)+bias2 (y˜)+E
(
E (y˜)2−E (y˜)−E (y˜)2+E (y˜)
)
= var
(
θ˜
)
+bias2
(
θ˜
)
Theorem B.2. The error of estimated distances using lognormal distributed measure-
ments of RSS is also lognormal distributed.
Proof. The logarithm log10(d˜) = log10(d0)+
P0−Pi
K of estimated distances is Gaussian
distributed because Pi is Gaussian distributed (2.6a),(2.9). The probability density of
the a new random variable X = log10(d˜) is considered in B.3.
fX(d˜) =
K√
2πσdb
exp
{
−K2
(
log10(d˜)− log10(d)
)2
2σ2db
}
(B.3)
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Since d˜ = 10X , the following transformation of fX(d˜) can be conducted to yield fd˜(d˜).
y= 10X (B.4)
dy
dX
= 10X log(10) (B.5)
fd˜(d˜) =
fX(d˜)∣∣∣ dydX ∣∣∣ (B.6)
Substitute X , change the base of the logarithm to 10 and substitute K = 10ε yields (B.7)
which presents a lognormal distribution.
fd˜(d˜) =
K log10(e)√
2πσdbd˜
exp
{
−K2
(
log10(d˜)− log10(d)
)2
2σ2db
}
(B.7)
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Thesen
1. Wireless networks of battery-powered sensing devices that are capable of measur-
ing parameters of their environment, so called Wireless Sensor Network (WSN),
constitute a major source of context-information in smart environments.
2. For information processing and to enable local decision making in various oper-
ation areas (message routing, measurement aggregation, etc.), relative locations
of sensors need to be known. However, these can often not be provided prior to
deployment due to prohibitively large configuration effort in large networks or
because sensors are mobile.
3. Energy-efficient operations, given by the ratio of utility and cost, is a major design
goal of WSNs since the lifetime of these networks is limited by the finite capacity
of sensors’ batteries.
4. The novel measure Logarithmic Energy Efficiency of Localization (LogarEEL) fa-
cilitates comparison of different localization algorithms in terms of energy effi-
ciency as it considers the bounds on utility and cost of a localization process.
5. Location-unaware sensors can calculate estimates of their location using rela-
tive distances to location-aware sensors which can be obtained by measuring the
Received Signal Strength (RSS) of wireless communication. These estimates de-
viate from the true location due to the impact of measurement errors. The cor-
responding location errors are typically characterized using the Mean-Square
Error (MSE).
6. The degree with which measurement errors propagate to location errors depends
on the geographical configuration of location-aware and location-unaware sen-
sors.
7. Selecting subsets of c out of NA location-aware sensors to be used to localize a
location-unaware sensor can yield different MSE of estimated location.
8. The energy consumption attributable to localization can be reduced by using only
those subsets of location-aware sensors that yield favorable geographical config-
urations.
9. The fully distributed algorithm local-crb selects small subsets of location-aware
sensors that lead to comparatively small MSE without introducing additional com-
munication overhead.
10. The extension of distance-based selection of location-aware sensors, called algo-
rithm local-dist, enables optimization of the energy efficiency of the localization
process.
11. Device-Free Localization (DFL) of users in smart environments has, compared
with conventional approaches, the advantages to not require the user to carry
communication devices. Therefore, DFL can enable new application in the smart
environment domain.
12. The accuracy of DFL depends strongly on the number of radio links in a specific
region.
13. Passive Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is especially suited to DFL as its
small, inexpensive, passive tags facilitate deployment of large numbers of radio
links which are mandatory to ensure highly accurate location estimates.
14. Using measurements of RSS, the location of a user can be determined by back-
tracking its impact on close by radio links with the considered passive RFID sys-
tem.
15. The model developed in the thesis relates the interference between Line-of-Sight
(LOS) radio signals and reflections caused by the user and can accurately describe
the impact of humans on RSS which forms the basis for localization of the user.
16. The localization algorithm which bases on the maximum likelihood principle
achieves highly accurate estimated locations with MSE ≤ 0.36m2 in 95% of in-
vestigated user locations in a testbed implementation of DFL.
17. The Particle Filter (PF) is better suited to tracking the location of mobile users
compared with Extended Kalman Filter (EKF).
Kurzreferat
Die Dissertation behandelt die Lokalisierung, das heißt die Bestimmung der
Position von Sensoren und Nutzern in intelligenten Umgebungen. Zu diesem
Zweck können bestimmte Eigenschaften von Funkwellen gemessen und aus-
gewertet werden. Unter den möglichen Messgrößen konzentriert sich die vor-
liegende Arbeit auf die Messung der Empfangssignalstärke, da diese von den
meisten Funkempfängern ausgewertet werden kann.
Die vorliegende Arbeit nähert sich dem Thema aus zwei unterschiedlichen
Richtungen. Zunächst werden Netzwerke von drahtlos kommunizierenden
Sensoren betrachtet, deren relative Positionen für die Konfiguration und Er-
haltung des Netzes benötigt werden. Die Dissertation leistet einen Beitrag
zum Stand der Forschung, indem ein neues Maß zur zahlenmäßigen Bewer-
tung der Energieeffizienz von Algorithmen zur Positionsbestimmung entwick-
elt und auf einige häufig eingesetzte Verfahren angewendet wird. Des Weit-
eren wird das Sensorauswahlproblem betrachtet, dessen Ziel es ist, diejenigen
Sensoren mit bekannten Positionen als Referenzpunkte für die Lokalisierung
anderer Sensoren zu wählen, die zur Positionsschätzung mit kleinstem Fehler
und geringstem Energieverbrauch führen. Hierzu wird ein neuer, verteilt ar-
beitender Algorithmus mit Namen local-crb entwickelt und untersucht. Dieser
Algorithmus erreicht in den Computer-Simulationen Positionsschätzwerte mit
geringstem Fehler im Vergleich mit anderen Verfahren und minimiert gle-
ichzeitig den Kommunikationsaufwand. Darüber hinaus wird die existierende
distanzbasierte Sensorauswahl in einer Art und Weise erweitert, die es erlaubt,
diesen Ansatz hinsichtlich des Energieverbrauchs zu optimieren.
Der zweite Teil der Arbeit behandelt die gerätefreie Lokalisierung von
Nutzern, die Nutzer oder auch mobile Objekte anhand ihres Einflusses auf die
Empfangssignalstärke von Funkverbindungen lokalisiert. Neue Modelle und
Methoden für die gerätefreie Lokalisierung werden entwickelt und angewen-
det. Insbesondere wird der Stand der Forschung durch ein einfaches, jedoch
exaktes Model erweitert, das einen analytischen Zusammenhang zwischen
Nutzerposition und Veränderungen in der Empfangssignalstärke beschreibt
und somit die Grundlage für die Lokalisierung bildet. Schließlich werden Al-
gorithmen zur Lokalisierung eines Nutzers auf Messwerte angewendet, wobei
ein mittlerer quadratischer Fehler von ≤ 0,36m2 erreicht wird.
Abstract
The thesis considers determination of location of sensors and users in smart en-
vironments. For this purpose, measurements of propagation properties of radio
waves between two sensors are used. The thesis focuses on the Received Signal
Strength of radio communications among the various types of measurements
since it is available on most wireless communication devices.
The thesis approaches the topic from two different point of views. First,
Wireless Sensor Network are considered which require relative locations of
sensors for their operation. The thesis contributes to the state-of-the-art a new
measure to characterize the energy efficiency of localization called LogarEEL.
Furthermore, the Sensor Selection Problem is examined which considers selec-
tion of the most favorable location-aware sensors as anchors for the localiza-
tion process to minimize location error and resource consumption. In this re-
gard, a new distributed algorithm, called local-crb, is developed and analyzed.
The novel algorithm achieves superior location accuracy in computer simula-
tions while limiting communication overhead to a minimum. Furthermore, al-
gorithm local-dist, which is an extension of the existing distance-based sensor
selection, is examined successfully to further decrease the energy consumption
of the selection process.
Furthermore, Device-Free Localization is considered which represents an
approach to localize a user or moving object by backtracking their influence
on the RSS of radio links. Novel models and methods for DFL using a passive,
bistatic RFID system are developed and investigated in a real world testbed.
In particular, the state-of-the-art is extended by a simple yet accurate model
which relates the user location to changes of RSS measured on a radio link and
by two localization techniques. Evaluation using the real-world measurements
demonstrate mean square location error ≤ 0.36m2.
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